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Abstract
A better understanding of how environmental changes affect organic matter fluxes in
Arctic marine ecosystems is sorely needed. Here, we combine mooring times-series,
ship-based measurements and remote-sensing to assess the variability and forcing
factors of vertical fluxes of particulate organic carbon (POC) across the Mackenzie5
Shelf in 2009. We developed a geospatial model of these fluxes to proceed to an
integrative analysis of their biophysical determinants in summer. Flux data were ob-
tained with sediment traps and via a regional empirical algorithm applied to particle
size-distributions (17 classes from 0.08–4.2mm) measured by an Underwater Vision
Profiler 5. Redundancy analyses and forward selection of abiotic/biotic parameters,10
linear trends, and spatial structures (i.e. principal coordinates of neighbor matrices,
PCNM), were conducted to partition the variation of POC flux size-classes. Flux vari-
ability was explained at 69.5% by the addition of a linear temporal trend, 7 significant
PCNM and 9 biophysical variables. The interaction of all these factors explained 27.8%
of the variability. The first PCNM canonical axis (44.4% of spatial variance) reflected15
a shelf-basin gradient controlled by bottom depth and ice concentration (p < 0.01), but
a complex assemblage of fine-to-broad scale patterns was also identified. Among bio-
physical parameters, bacterial production and northeasterly wind (upwelling-favorable)
were the two strongest explanatory variables (r2 cum. = 0.37), suggesting that bacte-
ria were associated with sinking material, which was itself partly linked to upwelling-20
induced productivity. The second most important spatial structure corresponded actu-
ally to the two areas where shelf break upwelling is known to occur under easterlies.
Copepod biomass was negatively correlated (p < 0.05) with vertical POC fluxes, im-
plying that metazoans played a significant role in the regulation of export fluxes. The
low fractal dimension of settling particles (1.26) and the high contribution (∼ 94%) of25
fast-sinking small aggregates (< 1mm; 20–30md−1) to the mass fluxes suggested that
settling material across the region was overall fluffy, porous, and likely resulting from
the aggregation of marine detritus, gel-like substances and ballast minerals. Our study
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demonstrates that vertical POC fluxes in Arctic shelf systems are spatially complex,
sensitive to environmental forcings, and determined by both physicochemical mecha-
nisms and food web functioning. In conclusion, we hypothesize that the incorporation
of terrestrial matter into the Beaufort Sea food web could be catalyzed by bacteria via
the incorporation of dissolved terrestrial carbon liberated through the photo-cleavage5
and/or hydrolysis of land-derived POC interweaved with marine aggregates.
1 Introduction
The magnitude and nature of particulate organic carbon (POC) fluxes in marine
ecosystems are key indices of biological productivity and ecosystem functioning (e.g.
Longhurst et al., 1989; Wassmann, 1998; Boyd and Trull, 2007). Downward POC fluxes10
drive the transfer of energy from the sunlit surface layer to benthic organisms and
eventually support the sequestration of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) in marine
sediments (Honjo et al., 2008). In regions close to the continental shelf, resuspen-
sion and lateral advection processes that transport POC from the shelves to the deep
basins are additional mechanisms that facilitate the long-term storage of CO2 at depth15
(Hwang et al., 2010). Conversely, trophic interactions in planktonic food webs keep cy-
cling organic matter in the pelagic environment, move energy toward vertebrates and
ultimately return POC back to atmospheric CO2 through respiration (e.g. Forest et al.,
2011). Understanding the spatial-temporal variability and physical-biological determi-
nants of organic matter fluxes is therefore crucial to better resolve processes struc-20
turing marine food webs and controlling the biological pumping of CO2 by the ocean
biota. This is particularly true as rising CO2 and associated global warming progres-
sively alter physical and chemical parameters of the water column (e.g. temperature,
freshwater content, pH, etc.) and modify various biological properties such as plankton
metabolism, size-distribution and trophic interactions (Doney et al., 2012). Changes in25
the lower food web have implications for biogeochemical cycling and feedback to the
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climatic machinery (e.g. Steinberg et al., 2012) and might directly impact ecosystem
services upon which people depend for their subsistence and economic wellbeing.
A better comprehension of particle flux dynamics in relationship with ecosystem func-
tioning is particularly needed in Arctic marine ecosystems where rapid environmental
changes induced by the combination of both anthropogenic and natural forcings cur-5
rently occur (ACIA, 2005; IPCC, 2007; Zhang et al., 2010). Above all, the degree and
scale of warming observed in the Arctic since the last decades has no equivalent else-
where in the world (Hansen et al., 2010), which is first translated into a steady sea ice
thinning, shrinking and “rejuvenating” – taking place at a rate faster than any global cir-
culation model is able to reproduce (Stroeve et al., 2012). Consequences of increased10
temperature and sea ice decline on ecosystem function and carbon flux variability are
diverse, possibly profound, and often contradictory (Wegner et al., 2010; Wassmann
and Reigstad, 2011). For example, shifts in the phenology or location of primary pro-
duction due to ice cover variability might result in contrasting match-mismatch scenar-
ios with zooplankton grazing (Søreide et al., 2010). In turn, this could modify the mag-15
nitude and nature of vertical fluxes of POC to the seafloor as well as the rate of energy
transfer to higher trophic levels (e.g. Bluhm and Gradinger, 2008; Wexels Riser et al.,
2008). Another example is the effect of the amplified flow of riverine material around
the Arctic Ocean, which has the capacity to permanently transform the trophic balance
of coastal ecosystems from a sink to a source of CO2 via increased bacterial productiv-20
ity (Vallie`res et al., 2008; Garneau et al., 2009). Other complex issues that govern the
ecological/carbon flux regime are related to modifications in stratification patterns. On
the one hand, the accumulation of freshwater (as derived from sea ice melt and river
input) could affect the size-structure of primary producers and limit their growth due to
reduced nutrient supply from deeper water masses (Carmack and McLaughlin, 2011).25
On the other hand, the low sea ice coverage combined with favorable atmospheric forc-
ings could erode stratification in the upper water column, inject a substantial amount
of deep-water nutrients into the “well-lit” surface layer and subsequently boost primary
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productivity – particularly in zones along the shelf break known to be sensitive to wind-
driven costal upwelling (Tremblay et al., 2011).
The numerous and often opposite effects of biophysical determinants of downward
POC fluxes in Arctic marine environments underscore the need for ecosystem-level
analyses in order to understand processes regulating the variability of the biologi-5
cal carbon pump. Here, we combine mooring time-series, satellite observations and
high-resolution ship-based measurements to proceed to an integrative analysis of ver-
tical POC fluxes in a river-influenced Arctic shelf region (Mackenzie Shelf, Southeast
Beaufort Sea). Our main objective was to evaluate the biotic and abiotic factors that
controlled vertical POC fluxes, as well as their spatial patterns across the shelf-basin10
interface during the summer period (July–August), in the context of an annual cycle
of ecosystem properties monitored through moored observatories and remote sens-
ing. Vertical particle fluxes at 154 locations across the study region in July–August
were obtained via the application of a regional power-law algorithm linking sediment
trap data (mass fluxes and POC) to the size-distributions of particle abundance (0.08–15
4.2mm, in equivalent spherical diameter, ESD) recorded with an Underwater Vision
Profiler 5 (UVP5; Picheral et al., 2010). Identification of fine-to-broad spatial structures
was performed using the principal coordinate of neighbor matrices method (PCNM;
Borcard et al., 2004). Assessment of relationships between physical-biological vari-
ables, spatial-temporal trends and vertical flux size-classes (i.e. used as “species”)20
was conducted using redundancy analyses (RDAs), forward selection procedures and
variation partitioning. Our statistical analyses enabled us to test an exhaustive suite of
hypotheses regarding the control and variability of vertical POC fluxes across the Arctic
shelf-basin system.
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2 Material and methods
2.1 Physical and biological setting of the study area
Seasonal sea ice over the Mackenzie Shelf (Fig. 1) reaches a maximum thickness of
∼ 2–3m in March–April and is usually melted by mid-September (Barber and Hane-
siak, 2004). The shelf is influenced by the Mackenzie River, which brings a large vol-5
ume of freshwater (330 km3 yr−1) and sediment load (124×106 tyr−1), primarily be-
tween May and September (Gordeev, 2006). During summer, ice melt and river runoff
generate a highly stratified surface layer in the top 5–10m of the water column (Car-
mack and Macdonald, 2002). Water masses in the region come from various sources
and comprise: sea ice melt water, the Mackenzie River, the winter polar mixed layer10
(above ∼ 50m), summer and winter water of Pacific origin (∼ 50–200m), Atlantic Wa-
ter (∼ 200–800m), and Canada Basin deep water (below 800m depth) (Lansard et al.,
2012a). Surface ocean circulation in the region is complex and largely influenced by
wind and sea ice conditions (Ingram et al., 2008). Inshore, a typical coastal current
flows from the west to the east. Northwesterly winds tend to retain surface waters15
inshore (downwelling conditions), whereas easterlies push them seaward (upwelling
conditions) (Macdonald and Yu, 2006). The distance of the ice edge from the shelf
break strongly influences the strength of the upwelling/downwelling flow (Carmack and
Chapman, 2003). Offshore, surface circulation is overall driven by the anti-cyclonic
Beaufort Gyre, while below the surface layer, circulation is reversed and dominated by20
the eastward Beaufort Undercurrent carrying waters of both Pacific and Atlantic origin
along the slope (Ingram et al., 2008). A narrow shelfbreak jet (20 km width, centered at
100–200m depth) appears to be an inherent structure of the subsurface countercurrent
(Pickart, 2004).
Primary production in the Beaufort Sea is low when compared with other Arctic25
shelves and typically ranges from 30 to 70 gCm−2 yr−1 (Sakshaug, 2004; Carmack
et al., 2004). The spring bloom rapidly evolves into a subsurface chlorophyll maximum
(SCM) that progressively lowers the nitracline over the growth season (Martin et al.,
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2010). The injection of deep nutrients into the surface layer through wind-driven coastal
upwelling is able to force episodic bursts of productivity on the shelf (Tremblay et al.,
2011). Zooplankton activity (dominated by copepods) is tightly linked to pulses in fresh
food supply during spring–summer (e.g. Forest et al., 2011).
2.2 Atmospheric conditions, sea ice and river discharge5
Mean daily wind and pressure data at surface (0.995 sigma level, 2.5◦×2.5◦ resolution)
were obtained from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Re-
analysis project (Kalnay et al., 1996) available online (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/).
NCEP wind and pressure data were favored over measurements made at coastal
weather stations (e.g. Tuktoyaktuk) because of uncertainties related to the presence10
of land (Williams et al., 2006). Wind and pressure data were spatially averaged for the
whole study region (69.5–72◦N, 126–141◦W, Fig. 1) in order to produce an annual
time-series for the year 2009. A 7-day recent history of average wind conditions was
also produced for every nearest 2.5◦×2.5◦ pixel corresponding to each oceanographic
station conducted during the ArcticNet-Malina campaign (Fig. 1). These wind data15
were adjusted (50◦ anticlockwise) to produce along-shelf (northeasterly) and cross-
shelf (southeasterly) wind vectors that are favorable to shelf break upwelling (Ingram
et al., 2008).
Daily-averaged sea ice concentrations (% of coverage) across the Mackenzie Shelf
region were obtained from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) located on-20
board the DMSP satellite. Daily maps were processed by the Ifremer-CERSAT Team
(http://cersat.ifremer.fr/) using the daily brightness temperature maps from the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (Maslanik and Stroeve, 1999). The Artist Sea Ice algo-
rithm (Kaleschke et al., 2001) was used to process daily sea ice concentration maps at
12.5 km resolution. Sea ice concentrations were averaged for the whole study area in25
order to produce a time-series of sea ice conditions in 2009 compared with the mean
1998–2008. A 15-day history of mean sea ice concentration (37.5×37.5km) was also
produced for each station conducted during the summer 2009 expedition (Fig. 1).
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Mean daily water discharge from the Mackenzie River (station Arctic Red River,
10LC014) was obtained from Water Survey of Canada (http://www.wsc.ec.gc.ca/
applications/H2O/). We used data from Arctic Red River as it represents roughly 94%
of the total Mackenzie catchment and corresponds to the most downstream station be-
fore the Mackenzie River splits into many channels in the delta (Leitch et al., 2007).5
A time-series of Mackenzie River water discharge was constructed for the year 2009
to be used in comparison with the mean discharge from 1998–2008.
2.3 Satellite remote sensing of surface POC concentrations
A time-series of 290 level-1b satellite images (free or partly-free of clouds) of the
Mackenzie Shelf region collected with the MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrome-10
ter (MERIS) on board the Envisat platform over the period of May–September 2009
were acquired from the ODESA website (http://earth.eo.esa.int/odesa/). All images
were processed to level-2 with the ODESA CFI software and using the alternative
atmospheric correction of Babin and Mazeran (2010). For more information about the
standard process of MERIS level-2 products, please see ESA (2011). Monthly (May,15
September) and semi-monthly (June–August) composites of MERIS images (1 km res-
olution) were generated using the mosaic algorithm of the Beam/VISAT open-source
software (http://www.brockmann-consult.de/beam/). The sea ice adjacency mask of
Be´langer et al. (2007) to detect pixels potentially contaminated by the presence sea
ice was implemented in the mosaicking processing chain. A regional POC algorithm20
based on the empirical relationship between in situ surface POC concentration and
the blue-to-green ratio of remote-sensing reflectance (490, 560 nm) measured during
the Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES) 2004 and Malina 2009 field cam-
paigns was applied to level-2 images during the process. For a complete methodology
on the development of the regional POC algorithm, see Appendix B.25
Monthly and semi-monthly maps of surface POC concentrations for the year
2009 were produced using the Generic Mapping Tools software package (http://gmt.
soest.hawaii.edu/). Mean surface POC concentration at each oceanographic station
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conducted in summer (Fig. 1, Appendix A) was extracted within an area of 25×25km
from the composite images.
2.4 Long-term moorings, drifting lines and sediment traps
Four long-term mooring lines (bottom-anchored) equipped with automated sediment
traps at ∼ 100 and/or ∼ 200m depth (Technicap PPS 3/3 cylindrico-conical trap,5
0.125m2 aperture, aspect ratio of 2.5 in their cylindrical part) were deployed and/or
recovered across the Mackenzie Shelf region during 2009 (Table 1, Fig. 1). All moor-
ings were equipped with conductivity/temperature sensors (RBR CT or JFE ALEC)
and Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (Nortek or Teledyne) to record basic physi-
cal properties and oceanic circulation at various depths throughout the water column.10
Only mooring CA05 (Fig. 1) was equipped with a complete suite of bio-optical sen-
sors: photosynthetic available radiation (PAR) at 54m (JFE ALEC ALW), chlorophyll a
(chl a) fluorescence at 54m (JFE ALEC CLW), as well as turbidity at 54m (JFE ALEC
CLW), 57m (Seapoint) and 178m (AADI). Mooring CA05 was also the only obser-
vatory equipped with an Aanderaa RCM-11 multi-sensors located ∼ 20m above the15
seafloor to monitor current speed, direction, temperature, salinity and turbidity close to
the benthic boundary layer. Current-meter data were filtered using the pl66t low-pass
filter (Alessi et al., 1985) to remove the tidal signal. Current components (U, V) and
bio-optical sensor data were then averaged over daily periods.
During the Malina field campaign, a drifting line equipped with an array of automated20
sediment traps (Technicap PPS 3/3, same traps as on long-term moorings) was de-
ployed at 3 sites across the region (Table 1, Fig. 1). Aquadopp current meters (Nortek)
were attached along the line to monitor water velocity around the drifting traps. For
each deployment, the length of the mooring line, number of instruments and sampling
intervals had to be adapted to the constraints imposed by bottom depth, ice cover and25
survey schedules. The first deployment took place from 14–16 August 2009 at station
345. Four traps were installed at depths of 45, 90, 150 and 200m. The total sampling
time spanned for 32 h, divided into two 16 h intervals. The second deployment took
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place from 20–22 August at station 135. Three traps were deployed at 40, 85, 150m
depth, respectively. Sediment traps were programmed to sample 28 h in two intervals
of 14 h each. The third deployment took place at station 235 from 22–24 August. Four
traps were attached to the drifting line at 40, 85, 145 and 200m depth, respectively.
A single sample (50 h) was retrieved per trap. Given the limited amount of settling5
mass flux in all cases, the two sequential samples in deployments first and second
were merged in a single filter in order to obtain reliable results.
Before deployments, sediment traps for both long-term and short-term deployments
were prepared following the JGOFS protocol (Knap et al., 1996). Traps sample cups
were filled with filtered seawater (GFF 0.7 µm) adjusted to 35 salinity with NaCl. Forma-10
lin was added for preservation (5% v/v, sodium borate buffered) to prevent grazing by
zooplankton and remineralization of organic matter. After retrieval, cups were checked
for salinity and put aside 24 h to allow particles to settle. Samples were stored at 4 ◦C
until they were processed.
Analyses of long-term mooring samples were performed at Universite´ Laval15
(Canada) whereas drifting trap samples were processed at the IAEA Environment Lab-
oratories (Monaco). In all samples, “swimmers” (zooplankton deemed to have been
alive at the time of collection) were handpicked from the samples with forceps un-
der a stereomicroscope. After this step, the samples were divided into several sub-
samples by means of a Motoda splitting box (Canada) or a McLane Wet Samples20
Divider (Monaco). Long-term sediment trap sub-samples were filtered in triplicates
through pre-weighed GF/F filters (25mm, pre-combusted at 450 ◦C for 3 h), desalted
with freshwater, and dried for 12 h at 60 ◦C for the determination of dry weight (DW).
The triplicates were exposed for 12 h to concentrated HCl fumes to remove the inor-
ganic carbon fraction. Samples were analyzed on a CHN Perkin Elmer 2400 Series25
II to measure POC fluxes. Different fractions of short-term samples were processed
and stored apart for other analyses than DW and POC whose results will be presented
elsewhere. A 40% fraction was used for DW and POC analyses. This fraction was
desalted and vacuum-filtered unto pre-combusted QMA 25mm filters. The filters were
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dried at 40 ◦C overnight, left 24 h in a desiccator to stabilize at room temperature and
then weighted to obtain mass flux. To obtain the organic carbon content (as % of dry
weight), filters were decalcified with 1M H3PO4 and analyzed in an Elementar Vario
EL auto-analyzer. Several runs of blanks (pre-combusted QMA filters) and standards
(Acetanilide Merck pro analysis) were also performed for calibration of carbon mea-5
surements.
2.5 Ship-based measurements of physical and biological variables
During the ArcticNet-Malina campaign, a caged rosette profiler equipped with
a conductivity-temperature-depth system (CTD, Seabird SBE-911+) connected to a flu-
orometer (Seapoint) and a transmissometer (Wetlabs C-Star, path 25 cm) was de-10
ployed from once to several times at each sampling station (Fig. 1, Appendix A). The
CTD data were verified and calibrated following the Unesco Technical Papers (Crease,
1988). Water samples were taken on board for salinity calibration using a Guildline
Autosal salinometer. Fluorescence data were calibrated against in situ chl a concen-
trations using linear regressions specific to the period 18 July–11 August (r2 = 0.96,15
p < 0.01, n = 71) and 11–24 August (r2 = 0.90, p < 0.01, n = 48). The two equations
were linked to a change in the gain of the Seapoint fluorometer during the field cam-
paign. Data from the CTD, fluorometer and transmissometer from all casts were aver-
aged over 1-m bins.
The rosette profiler was also equipped with an Underwater Vision Profiler 5 (UVP5)20
allowing routine recordings of particle size-distributions (i.e. both non-living particles
and zooplankton). Full details of the technical specifications and processing operations
of the UVP5 can be found in Picheral et al. (2010) and in Forest et al. (2012). Briefly, the
UVP5 aims at recording and measuring all objects > 80 µm ESD (i.e. inferior limit of the
lowest size-class) in real time during deployment. The size and grey level of every ob-25
ject are calculated in situ, but only images of objects > 600 µm are stored on a memory
stick for further process. The Zooprocess imaging software (http://www.zooscan.com)
was used to identify major zooplankton groups (> 600 µm) with the Plankton Identifier
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(PkID) (Gorsky et al., 2010). The prediction of organisms obtained from the PkID files
was exhaustively post-validated to obtain an accurate dataset of abundance and bio-
volume for zooplankton larger than 600µm from the UVP5. The zooplankton dataset
acquired with the UVP5 during the ArcticNet-Malina campaign was further compared
with zooplankton collected in situ with 21 vertical net tows, which showed a very good5
agreement (see Forest et al., 2012 for details). This enabled us to make use of the zoo-
plankton biovolume dataset obtained with the UVP5 to estimate zooplankton biomass
over a fine-scale spatial grid.
Zooplankton biovolume was converted into carbon biomass using various conversion
factors gathered from the literature. We are confident that the use of the UVP5 dataset10
provided reliable estimate of zooplankton biomass, since large organisms dominate
this biomass in the Beaufort Sea (e.g. Darnis et al., 2008; Forest et al., 2011). For cope-
pods, we used the regional relationship established by Forest et al. (2012). For appen-
dicularians, ctenophores, chaetognaths and other gelatinous, we used the conversion
factors of Lehette and Hernandez-Leon (2009) assuming a 30% carbon content in the15
DW of appendicularians and medusae (Deibel, 1986; Larson, 1986) and a 50% carbon
content in the DW of chaetognaths (Baguley et al., 2004). For protozoans, we used the
mean conversion factor for foraminifers and radiolarians of Michaels et al. (1995).
Unfortunately, microzooplankton dynamics was not thoroughly studied during the
ArcticNet-Malina campaign, but exhaustive measurements of bacterial activity were20
conducted throughout the expedition (Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2012a). Here, we made
use of bacterial production (BP) that was measured by the classical 3H-leucine incorpo-
ration method (Kirchman, 2001). Briefly, samples (1.5 ml in triplicates) were incubated
during 2 h at in situ temperature with 10–20 nM of [4,5-3H]-leucine (specific activity
139Cimmole−1, Amersham). Incubations were terminated by adding trichloroacetic25
acid (TCA, 5% final concentration). The incorporated 3H-leucine was collected by
microcentrifugation and rinsed once with 5% TCA and once with 70% ethanol be-
fore radioassaying (Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2012a). A conversion factor of 1.2 kg C per
mole of leucine was used to transform 3H-leucine incorporation into carbon production,
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following the rationale of a recent work on carbon flows in the Beaufort Sea (Forest
et al., 2011). It should be noted that BP in the present study represents the production
by the total community, including both free-living and particle-attached bacteria (see
Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2012b,c for details).
2.6 Optimization procedure and statistical analyses5
In order to obtain vertical particle fluxes at a fine spatial scale during the field campaign,
we computed a regional algorithm linking the particle size distributions recorded by the
UVP5 (0.08–4.2mm ESD) to mass and POC fluxes estimated by the sediment traps at
overlapping sampling locations and periods. When more than one UVP5 deployment
corresponded to only one sediment trap sample (mainly for long-term traps), the abun-10
dance of particles for each size-class for all corresponding profiles were averaged. The
identifiable zooplankton dataset (≥ 0.6mm ESD) was removed from the UVP5 particle
database before proceeding to the computation of the regional algorithm. The opti-
mization procedure of Guidi et al. (2008) making use of the Matlab function fminsearch
(MathWorks, USA) was adapted to our dataset to find the A and b values that mini-15
mized the log-transformed differences between sediment trap data (mass and POC)
and the spectral-estimated mass or POC fluxes in the following power-law equation:
F =
4.2∫
0.08
n ·A ·db (1)
where, F is the flux integrated from 0.08–4.2mm ESD (mass or POC, in mgm−2d−1),
n is the concentration of particles in a given size-class (# L−1, or # 10−3m−3), A is20
a constant (mgm1−bd−1), d is the mean ESD of particles in a given size-class (mm, or
10−3m), b is the scaling exponent of the power-law relationship (no unit). On the basis
of the scaling exponent b, the mean fractal dimension (D, unitless) of particles (e.g.
Jackson and Burd, 1998; Li and Logan, 2000; Guidi et al., 2008) along the utilized size
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spectrum can be easily calculated using the simple equation:
D =
b+1
2
(2)
Statistical analyses to evaluate the influence of spatial patterns, linear trend and
physical-biological variables on vertical POC fluxes during the ArcticNet-Malina cam-
paign were conducted following the approach of Borcard et al. (2011). We adapted this5
step-by-step methodology by making use of redundancy analyses (RDAs) between
station locations, POC flux size-classes (i.e. used as “species”) integrated over the
top 200m of the water column (i.e. the interval corresponding to the sampling con-
ducted with sediment traps, Table 1), and potential explanatory variables available at
the same spatial and temporal resolution than the UVP5 dataset (including a set of10
spatial structures, see below). We could obtain 12 physical-biological constraints to
test in the statistical models: 2 near-history wind components, sea ice persistence,
water column density (σθ), bottom depth, surface POC concentration, mean beam at-
tenuation coefficient, water column chl a inventory, total bacterial production, and 3
kinds of zooplankton biomass. The RDAs were followed by the forward selection of re-15
duced models of only significant relationships and a variation partitioning analysis (see
Borcard et al., 2011 and references therein). All RDAs were plotted as symmetrically
scaled by the square root of eigenvalues (scaling = 3) and station ordination scores
were given as weighted sums of the species scores. Prior to analysis, vertical POC
flux size-classes were log-transformed to give equal weights to all size-classes over20
the size-spectrum. All analyses were conducted using the R freeware for statistical
computing (http://www.r-project.org/) with the appropriate packages.
Spatial structures of POC fluxes across the Mackenzie Shelf were obtained using
the principal coordinates of neighbor matrices (PCNM) procedure. The goal of the
PCNM method is to identify patterns and gradients across a whole range of fine-to-25
broad scales (2-D) perceptible within a given dataset (Borcard et al., 2004). This pro-
cedure generates a suite of variables that can readily be used in further analyses,
such as RDAs and variation partitioning (e.g. Peres-Neto et al., 2006). When used
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on an irregular sampling design – such as in the present analysis – the PCNM func-
tions correspond to irregular sinusoidal-like waveforms, within which spatial structures
along the X-Y geographic coordinates are repeated. The scale of every PCNM function
is zero-centered on the mean and is a measure of the recurrent spatial structure, so
that the value of each station (i.e. positive or negative) provides its fitted position on5
the waveform (e.g. Borcard et al., 2004). Briefly, the PCNM orthogonal variables are
obtained through: (1) the construction of an Euclidean distance matrix among station
sites; (2) the truncation of this matrix to retain distances among close neighbors based
on a threshold corresponding to the longest distance along the spanning tree drawn on
the station map; (3) the computation of a principal component analysis of the truncated10
distance matrix; and (4) the retention of the PCNM functions that model a positive spa-
tial correlation of Moran’s I (Moran, 1950). Because the goal of the present study was to
include PCNM functions as part of a variation partitioning analysis, POC flux data were
not detrended as advocated by Borcard et al. (2011). Hence, the pure linear trend due
to sampling date and location was incorporated in the variation partitioning that aimed15
at quantifying the unique and combined fractions of variation explained by numerous
sources.
3 Results
3.1 Environmental conditions and surface POC concentrations
Atmospheric pressure and wind conditions over the Mackenzie Shelf region varied20
markedly throughout 2009 (Fig. 2a). The yearly-average surface pressure field yielded
a value of 0.99 atm and the annual mean wind vector was estimated as a weak easterly
wind of 2.4ms−1. Sea ice concentrations in 2009 were near the average of 1998–2008
(Fig. 2b), but it should be noted that a high standard deviation was associated with
the latter mean in the summer months (±30% in June, ±24% in July and ±16% in25
August; not shown). In fact, ice conditions in the Beaufort Sea were more severe in
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2009 than during the previous 5 yr when intensive sampling occurred as part of the
CASES-ArcticNet expeditions and Circumpolar Flaw Lead (CFL) System Study.
Persistent northerly/northeasterly winds blew at an average speed of 5ms−1
throughout much of the month of July prior to the ArcticNet-Malina 2009 field cam-
paign (Fig. 2a). This resulted in a steady southward advection of the Central Arctic5
pack visible in the satellite images of July (Fig. 3) and mirrored in the above-average
ice concentration observed in late July (Fig. 2b). The wind pattern broke up in late July–
August and winds blowing from the South dominated most of the time in late summer.
A steady decline from high to low atmospheric pressure was concomitantly recorded
from early July to September (Fig. 2a), which brought cloudy conditions during the10
Malina campaign, especially during the second half of August as revealed by the nu-
merous white patches in Fig. 3 (panel 15–29 August). The sustained southerly winds in
August contributed to poleward ice motion and ice melt across the study area (Fig. 2b,
Fig. 3).
The water discharge from the Mackenzie River (as recorded at the Arctic Red River;15
Fig. 2c) was above the mean of 1998–2008 from May to July (∼ 20.5 vs. ∼ 17.4×
103m3 s−1) as well as during September–October (∼ 12.8 vs. ∼ 10.5×103m3 s−1),
but remained overall in the envelope covered by standard deviation (from ±0.5 to
±7.4×103m3 s−1 during summer). High surface POC concentrations (> 150mgCm−3)
in summer 2009 were generally restricted to the shelf area within the < 100m isobath20
(Fig. 3). The particle-rich Mackenzie River plume was clearly visible along the Macken-
zie Canyon in the open flaw lead in May, indicating the presence of an under-ice river
flow along the coast (Fig. 3). Under dominant northerly and northeasterly winds in
June–July, the surface plume from the river runoff was expanding westward to the
Alaskan Beaufort Shelf (Fig. 3). Then, the intensity of the river plume apparently de-25
clined, but we could not track its late-stage behavior due to the substantial presence of
clouds in late summer. In early August, a lens of high surface POC concentration was
expanding northward on the eastern shelf along Cape Bathurst, which was presumably
linked to autochthonous POC production (Fig. 3).
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3.2 Mooring-based measurements and drifting short-term traps
Physical and bio-optical parameters measured from January to September 2009 at
mooring CA05 provided information on the seasonal variability of pelagic conditions in
the Southeast Beaufort Sea prior to the summer field campaign (Fig. 4, Fig. 5). Light
available (PAR) at 54m remained close to nil values until late May consistently with5
sea ice concentrations that ranged from 90 to 100% during this period (Fig. 4 a, b).
Light in the upper water column during the melt period was sensitive to oscillation in
sea ice concentration, as an apparent negative correlation was observed between sea
ice and PAR from late May to late July (Fig. 4a). PAR decreased roughly 2-fold in early
August when fluorescence at the same depth rose above ∼ 1mg chl a m−3 (Fig. 4b,10
c). Turbidity recorded with the JFE ALEC CLW at 54m (same sensor as fluorescence)
showed a quasi-parallel trend as chl a fluorescence. Interestingly, turbidity measured
with the Seapoint sensor a 57m depth exhibited an earlier rise (May) than the turbidity
recorded with the CLW (July), but measurements with the Seapoint in mid-August–
September were hindered by sensor fouling. Turbidity at 178m remained low (< 1 NTU)15
throughout the duration of the deployment (Fig. 4d). Temperature monitored at 54, 57
and 178m at CA05 stayed below 0 ◦C from January to September (Fig. 4e). Such
a relative homogeneity of temperature at discrete depths in the upper water column
could be indicative of well-mixed conditions, but the salinity time-series (Fig. 4f) rather
demonstrates that the water column was continuously stratified. In fact, temperature in20
the core of the Pacific-derived water mass (∼ 100m) in the Beaufort Sea was commonly
near −1.6 ◦C.
Variation in the intensity and direction of the water flow recorded at various depths at
mooring CA05 over January to September 2009 was pronounced (Fig. 5). Direction of
current vectors followed overall an along-shelf axis, following the bathymetry. Strongest25
currents (up to 35 cms−1 at 22m depth) were detected in late winter when the ice
cover was apparently consolidated over the region (Fig. 2b). Strong currents (up to 25–
30 cms−1 at 80 and 178m depth) were also recorded in late August–early September
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following the Malina campaign. Current velocities were generally low during the field
expedition stricto sensu. Average current speeds in late July–early August oscillated
between 5 and 7 cms−1, with a mean standard deviation of 5 cms−1.
Over 2009, the POC content of vertical mass fluxes (DW) recorded with the long-
term sediment traps varied from 2 to 43% of total mass, with an overall mean value of5
11±9% (Fig. 6). The percentage of POC in DW fluxes was generally below average
in fall–winter (October–April) and above the mean value during spring and summer
(May–September). Peaks in vertical mass fluxes were detected mainly in summertime
(July–August), but also in late winter (e.g. CA16, 110m; Fig. 6c) and in late fall (e.g.
A1 and G09, 200m; Fig. 6i, m). Except for CA16 at 211m depth, a distinct peak of10
vertical POC flux (up to 140mgCm−2d−1) was recorded in late July–August at every
station (Fig. 6). The maxima in vertical mass fluxes recorded in late winter or late fall
(see above) did not yield any spectacular increase in downward POC fluxes. When
daily fluxes from all time-series are cumulated and averaged for an annual cycle, the
estimated mass flux across the Mackenzie Shelf region was higher at 200 than at 100m15
depth (136 vs. 60 gDWm−2yr−1). However, the average vertical POC flux was relatively
similar at both depths (6.9 vs. 6.4 gCm−2yr−1). The C : N ratios of particulate organic
matter fluxes recorded with long-term traps generally oscillated between 6 and 10, with
no clear seasonal or vertical pattern among time-series (Fig. 6).
Vertical particle fluxes recorded with the short-term traps at three stations in the20
second half of August 2009 (Table 1) exhibited a similarly low magnitude ranging from
∼ 11–54mgDWm−2d−1 (Fig. 7), which was much lower than the average mass flux
(∼ 270mgDWm−2d−1) estimated for this period with the long-term traps. It should be
noted, however, that low mass fluxes (< 50mgDWm−2d−1) were also detected with
the long-term traps at some stations or occasions in summer (Fig. 6). The percentage25
of POC in vertical mass fluxes at drifting stations 345, 235 and 135 was relatively
uniform (24±6%). Hence, vertical patterns of POC fluxes in short-term traps (Fig. 7d–f)
followed those of mass fluxes. The C : N ratio of vertical fluxes recorded with short-term
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traps (6–9) was in the same range as the C : N ratio of fluxes collected with long-term
traps (Figs. 6–7).
3.3 Vertical particle flux dynamics as obtained from the UVP5 dataset
We obtained 21 overlaps between sediment trap sampling and UVP5 deployments
over the course of the field campaign in July–August. The optimization procedure gen-5
erated power-law parameters (Table 2) that transformed particles within the size-range
of 0.08–4.2mm ESD into vertical mass and POC flux estimates with relatively strong
coefficients of determination (r2 = 0.73 for DW fluxes; r2 = 0.68 for POC fluxes; Fig. 8).
The A and b parameters of the power-law equations computed in the present work
were lower than in previous studies (Table 2). The scaling exponent b of the vertical10
mass flux algorithm yielded a fractal dimension of 1.26. The percentage of POC in DW
fluxes as estimated with the power-law relationships was 18.7±0.2%, consistent with
the percentage of POC in mass fluxes obtained with sediment traps (Figs. 6 and 7).
When applied to the whole UVP5 dataset, vertical POC fluxes across the Macken-
zie Shelf region can be conveniently plotted for a 3-D domain (Fig. 9). This enables15
to grasp quickly the main vertical flux structures, patterns and gradients. For an in-
depth description on how Fig. 9 was made and a further 3-D interactive visualization
of POC fluxes across the study region using geographic information system (EnterVol
for ArcGIS, C Tech, USA), see Appendix C and the Supplement. The 7 Malina sections
mapped in Fig. 1 are illustrated as 2-D cross-shelf vertical planes in Fig. 9, whereas20
ArcticNet stations located on the middle shelf and other Malina stations correspond
to the small along-shelf planes. High vertical POC fluxes (> 75mgCm−2d−1) were re-
stricted to the shelf environment (< 100m isobath) and to the benthic boundary layer on
the slope, in particular in Kugmallit Valley and close to the Mackenzie Canyon (Fig. 9).
At some locations on the shelf and in the Mackenzie Canyon, vertical POC fluxes, as25
estimated with our empirical relationships, were remarkably high – such as at stations
380/390 and 680/690 where POC fluxes ranged from ∼ 1 up to ∼ 5 gCm−2d−1. Rela-
tively high POC fluxes (> 75mgCm−2d−1) were also detected at the beginning of the
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cruise in July when compared with the late August period when fluxes were low (e.g.
line 400, stations 235 and 135). Around Cape Bathurst, part of the high POC fluxes
on the shelf appeared to feed a lateral (i.e. oblique) export of POC toward the deeper
layers (Fig. 9). At the mouth of Amundsen Gulf, the abrupt transition from a high-to-low
POC flux regime was linked to a real shift in the particle abundance from Cape Bathurst5
to Banks Island – and not to an artifact of the visualization.
Cumulated histograms of average vertical fluxes for each size-class along the size-
spectrum for the inshore and offshore environments (delimited by the shelf break,
100m isobath) illustrated that mass fluxes over the shelf were about 8 times higher
than offshore and that POC fluxes were 5-fold greater (Fig. 10). Roughly 50% of ver-10
tical mass fluxes were induced by particles less than 170 µm (shelf) or 210 µm (off-
shore) (Fig. 10). In particular, a substantial fraction of mass fluxes (20% inshore, 15%
offshore) was contained in the smallest size-class 80–100 µm ESD (Fig. 10a, b). A sim-
ilar trend was detected for mean vertical POC fluxes, within which half was comprised
in the lower range of the size-spectrum for both the inshore (<260 µm) and offshore15
(<300 µm) environments. However, the contribution of smallest particles was not that
high for POC fluxes offshore, where the size-class 260–330 µm was actually the most
important contributor (12%).
The normalized settling speed as a function of the coefficient A and scaling exponent
b (thus of the fractal dimension) of the mass flux power-law equations (Table 2) were20
plotted for each size-class along the particle size-spectrum 0.08–4.2mm ESD (Fig. 11).
This revealed that particles in the lower size-range (< 300 µm) in the Mackenzie Shelf
region were apparently sinking faster (up to ∼ 10 times) than in other studies, within
which the A and b parameters were computed in a similar manner (Fig. 11). Con-
versely, the normalized settling rate of particles higher than 1mm was much lower in25
the Southeast Beaufort Sea than in other systems. Based on our dataset, the max-
imum “average” velocity of the population of sinking particle was ∼ 45md−1 for the
largest size-class centered on 3.8mm ESD, which contributed to ∼ 1% of total mass
fluxes (Fig. 10a, b).
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3.4 Temporal variability of biotic and abiotic components in the water column
In order to explore the biological determinants of vertical POC fluxes in the water col-
umn, we examined the evolution of chlorophyll a (chl a) concentration, beam atten-
uation coefficient, zooplankton biomass and bacterial production (BP) throughout the
ArcticNet-Malina campaign (Fig. 12). These variables were available at the same spa-5
tial and temporal resolution than the POC fluxes, except for BP for which part of the
time-series was replaced by a statistical model (r2 = 0.71, n = 339) based on temper-
ature and carbon resource (see Appendix D for details).
From 18 July to 23 August 2009, concentration of chl a over the Mackenzie Shelf
(< 100m isobath) was larger and more dynamic than beyond the shelf break (Fig. 12).10
Inshore, bursts in chl a (≥ 5mg chl am−3) were detected from 18–20 July and at several
sampling stations in the first half of August (see Appendix A for the list of corresponding
stations). Offshore, a weak (∼ 0.5mg chl a m−3) subsurface chl a maximum (SCM,
centered around 60–70m depth) persisted over most of July–August, except for an
episodic chl a increase at ca. 50m detected in early August at station 680 located on15
the upper slope of the Mackenzie Trough (124m bottom depth). The beam attenuation
coefficient followed a similar inshore-offshore gradient than chl a, but did not mirror
the fluorescence pattern at every station (Fig. 12). In particular, numerous features of
increased beam attenuation coefficient did not have their equivalent in the chl a time-
series.20
Zooplankton biomass as evaluated with the UVP5 over the Mackenzie Shelf (in-
shore zone) was generally concentrated in water layers underneath the chl a max-
ima (Fig. 12). Highest biomass (bottom-surface) was found over the inner shelf (∼
7 gCm−2) in late July (Fig. 13). Offshore, zooplankton biomass was markedly patchy,
with an apparent vertical deepening of the biomass (Fig. 12) and declining trend25
(Fig. 13) over the first half of the sampling period. In both zones, zooplankton biomass
was low (∼ 1 gCm−2) after the first week of August. Overall, zooplankton biomass was
overwhelmingly dominated by copepods (Fig. 13), but appendicularians accounted for
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an increased fraction of the biomass (∼ 15%) over the shelf when copepod biomass
was low in late August. The combination of measured and modeled BP over July–
August reflected a close association with the beam attenuation coefficient pattern
(Fig. 12). As in other variables, BP was distinctively higher (> 2mgCm−3d−1) over
the shelf than in the offshore area, except in early August when stations on the upper5
slope of the Mackenzie Trough were sampled (Fig. 12).
3.5 Spatial structures and variation partitioning of POC flux forcing factors
The first step toward the computation of the variation partitioning analysis was to cal-
culate the linear trend due to sampling date and location, as well as to obtain all the
significant spatial PCNM functions and physical-biological variables needed to perform10
the analysis. The linear trend between POC flux size-classes and sampling date and
location was significant (p < 0.01). It could explain 52% of the variability in the verti-
cal flux data, with date as the main factor (Table 3). Redundancy analysis (RDA) and
associated triplot of the linear trend model (Fig. 14a) illustrated that POC fluxes were
negatively correlated with sampling date. The mean cosine of the angle between the15
date vector and POC flux size-classes (≈ correlation) was −0.92±0.05.
The PCNM procedure between station distances (Euclidean) and the log-
transformed POC flux size-classes integrated for the upper 200m of the water col-
umn produced a series of 25 PCNM with positive Moran’s I. The truncation threshold
distance resulting from the spanning tree among station sites was 77.9 km. The for-20
ward selection retained 7 significant PCNM variables (Fig. 15a–g) that explained 44%
of the undetrended POC flux data (Table 3). The PCNM-5 (Fig. 15d) was the most
important structure (r2 = 0.20, Table 3) and was strongly correlated with POC fluxes
as observed through the RDA triplot (Fig. 14b; mean cosine of the angle between
POC fluxes and PCNM-5 was 0.97±0.02). The RDA between POC flux size-classes,25
stations and PCNM variables generated three significant conical axes (p < 0.05), but
we retained only the first two in the triplot to ease the understanding of relationships
in the multi-dimensional domain (Fig. 14b). The third significant canonical axis was
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explaining less than 1% of the total PCNM variance. Maps of the fitted scores from
the first two axes illustrated the main spatial structures of POC fluxes across the sam-
pling region (Fig. 15h,i). The first axis can be seen as combination of PCNM-4, -5, and
-17, whereas the second axis was related to PCNM-1, -2, -6, and -18 (Fig. 15). Mul-
tiple regressions between the fitted scores from the first two canonical axes of PCNM5
variance against the environmental variables available in the present study provided
insights on the physical-biological determinants responsible of the orthogonal spatial
structures (Table 4).
The RDA between POC fluxes and physical-biological variables produced a signifi-
cant relationship (p < 0.01) that was reduced to a parsimonious model of 9 significant10
parameters (Table 3). The reduced model generated through forward selection ex-
plained 53% of the POC flux data. Triplot of the reduced model (Fig. 14c) illustrated that
BP and the northeasterly wind component were the two most important positive deter-
minants. In particular, BP was closely related to small particles (0.08–0.42mm, cosine
= 0.99±0.01), while northeasterly wind was associated with large aggregates (1.67–15
4.22mm, cosine = 0.94±0.04). Interestingly, the average water density in the upper
water column (σθ, 0–50m) had also a strong correlation with POC fluxes (mean cosine
= 0.98±0.01). The two variables with the most negative correlations were bottom depth
(mean cosine = −0.88±0.06) and copepod biomass (mean cosine = −0.84±0.07).
Incorporation of the three reduced models (linear trend model, spatial PCNM pat-20
terns, and physical-biological relationships) into a variation partitioning analysis ex-
plained 69.5% of the variability of vertical POC flux size-classes (Fig. 16). The inter-
action between the three sub-models explained alone 27.8% of the POC flux variabil-
ity. Substantial interactions (∼ 10%) between the linear trend (mainly due to sampling
date, Table 3) and the two other models were also detected. The pure linear and PCNM25
spatial trends were relatively low (4.2% and 6.7%), whereas the pure trend due to bi-
otic and abiotic variables was 13.0%. The negative percentage between the PCNM
and environmental models (−1.5%) indicates that the contributions from these two
sub-models when taken separately are larger than their partial contributions.
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4 Discussion
4.1 Seasonal variability of the atmosphere-ice-ocean interface and vertical
particle fluxes in Beaufort Sea during 2009
Mean ice concentration over the Mackenzie Shelf in 2009 was near the average of
1998–2008, but the high standard deviation (∼ 25%) associated with the mean sea ice5
from June to August reflected the strong inter-annual variability of summer ice condi-
tions in the Beaufort Sea (e.g. Galley et al., 2008). In fact, ice conditions were heavier
in 2009 than during the previous 5 yr, when intensive sampling was conducted in the
region as part of the CASES, ArcticNet and CFL programs; but were less severe in
2009 than over 2000–2003, when the mean ice concentration remained above 40%10
until August (CIS, 2009). Part of the reason why sea ice concentration was relatively
high in July–August 2009 across the study area was linked to the persistent northerly
winds of June–July (Fig. 2a) that induced the southward advection of large sea ice
floes from the Central Arctic ice pack. During that time, a high-pressure system was lo-
cated over the Northern Beaufort Sea (NSIDC, 2009). But as soon as the atmospheric15
pressure declined in late July, the northerly wind pattern relaxed and broke-up, thus
generating wind conditions over August that were more variable and generally from the
south. This shift in the atmospheric pressure brought also cloudy conditions throughout
the Beaufort Sea as well as divergence (i.e. spreading) of the remaining sea ice cover.
Divergence is a process that makes expand sea ice and speeds up its melt, since it20
creates more dark (i.e. open-water) areas between ice floes to absorb solar energy
(NSIDC, 2009). As a result, a substantial fraction (up to ∼ 60%) of the near-surface
layer (< 10m) across the study region was comprised of sea ice melt water in August
2009, with an increasing proportion from the ice-free shelf toward the partly ice-covered
basin (Lansard et al., 2012b). Of course, another source of freshwater in the area was25
the Mackenzie River that discharged overall 13% more water during 2009 when com-
pared with the average annual value for 1998–2008 (Fig. 2). Interestingly, the presence
of the river plume in the surface layer offshore was noticed up to stations located even
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northward of the 1000m isobath, where the top 10m of the water column comprised
around ∼ 2–5% of meteoric water derived from the continent (Lansard et al., 2012b).
According to our time-series of MERIS images, the vast majority of POC input
near the surface (i.e. primary production and/or terrigenous POC from the river)
was confined to the shelf (< 100m isobath). From May to July, the turbid plume5
(> 250mgCm−3) of the Mackenzie River was expanding northward across the Macken-
zie Trough and along the Alaskan shelf under the effect of persistent northerlies. As
landfast ice broke-up during that period, the subsequent increase of surface POC con-
centration nearshore was probably linked as well to autochthonous primary production.
However, it is difficult to conclude on the exact contribution of each carbon source to10
the surface POC pool during summer as based solely on satellite images. Cloudy con-
ditions hindered the collection of sufficient satellite images to produce complete com-
posites in August, but data collected in situ during the Malina campaign showed that
the maximum turbidity zone of the Mackenzie River was restricted to the delta up to the
10m isobath (Doxaran et al., 2012). The particulate backscattering ratio of waters col-15
lected within this bathymetric contour revealed that particulate matter in this area was
mineral-rich (i.e. around 2–4% POC). Between the 10- and 50m isobath, a transition
zone characterized by the near-surface (< 4m) spreading of the river plume overlying
a relatively clear water column was observed. Beyond the 50m depth boundary, the
concentration of riverine material was low and the water optical properties were in-20
dicative of a system driven by phytoplankton-derived particles (Doxaran et al., 2012).
These findings imply that sediments carried by the Mackenzie River plume sink quasi-
exclusively nearshore (cf. O’Brien et al., 2006) despite that riverine freshwater and dis-
solved organic matter are transported far beyond the shelf break (Lansard et al., 2012b;
Matsuoka et al., 2012). In fact, an exhaustive suite of molecular biomarker assays con-25
ducted on particles sampled at the shelf peripheral in August indicated that particles
beyond the shelf break were of marine origin at ∼ 99% (Tolosa et al., 2012). Therefore,
the material collected by sediment traps moored at stations ≥ 200m depth was obvi-
ously originating from a local marine source, at least during spring–summer when it is
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known to be the case in the area (Sampei et al., 2011 and references therein). Lipid
tracer analyses of sediment trap samples collected at CA05, CA16 and G09 (Fig. 1) in
July–August confirmed that sinking material was derived from planktonic productivity
(Rontani et al., 2012).
Interestingly, the peak vertical POC flux over the 2009 annual cycle occurred in Au-5
gust, at the same time as chl a fluorescence appeared to have reached its maximum
at ∼ 50m depth (Fig. 4). This synchronicity supports our previous deduction that POC
fluxes across the Mackenzie Shelf in summer 2009 resulted primarily from local bi-
ological activity. According to previous studies that documented the evolution of chl
a concentration over spring–summer in our study region (Tremblay et al., 2008; For-10
est et al., 2011), the rise in fluorescence detected at ∼ 50m depth at CA05 was the
continuum of the spring bloom that typically lowers the nutricline as the summer sea-
son progresses. This subsurface chlorophyll maximum (SCM) was also well defined
in the chl a time-series in both inshore and offshore zones (Fig. 12), corroborating its
widespread nature in the Western Canadian Arctic (Martin et al., 2010). However, POC15
fluxes recorded at long-term moorings remained relatively low in spring–early summer
(< 30mgCm−2d−1) compared with the August period when the export reached daily
rates up to ∼ 50–130mgCm−2d−1 (Fig. 6). Such a pattern suggests either: (1) that the
magnitude of the spring bloom in 2009 was lower than usual; or (2) that most of the
primary production in spring–early summer was intercepted by grazers and retained20
within the pelagic food web. Of course, the dynamics of the spring bloom in 2009 is
not actually known. Moreover, the inter-annual variability can be quite high and moored
instruments provide information only on certain depths. But given that the ice break-up
occurred at a normal timing in 2009 (i.e. early June, Figs. 2–3), it is most probable that
the high zooplankton biomass that characterized the Southeast Beaufort Sea in 200825
(Forest et al., 2011 and references therein) was primed to feed on any available food
resource as soon the bloom started in 2009. Hence, the sinking POC of late summer
can be understood as what heterotrophic plankton were not able to capture from the
decaying spring bloom, whatever was its magnitude. Average export at ∼ 100m depth
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for the month of August 2009 across the Mackenzie Shelf region was ca. 2 gCm−2.
This cumulated value corresponded to a sampling covering less than 10% of a one-
year cycle, but accounted for roughly half of the average annual autochthonous export
(∼ 4 gCm−2) usually recorded with 100-m sediment traps in the region from 2003–
2008 (Forest et al., 2010a; Sampei et al., 2011; Forest et al., 2011). Hence, the Malina5
campaign should be seen as the time-window representing the optimal conditions for
studying processes regulating vertical export at a fine spatial scale. This is particu-
larly true as the current velocity recorded during that period was low (∼ 5–7 cms−1),
which was a good indicator that particle fluxes recorded with sediment traps were not
biased by any strong hydrodynamic flow (Sampei et al., 2011 and references therein),10
and thus could be used in further analysis – such as toward the development of an
algorithm linking sediment trap data to the particle size-distribution recorded by an un-
derwater camera.
4.2 Particle size-spectra and spatial patterns of vertical POC fluxes in late
summer 2009 across the Mackenzie Shelf15
Linking sediment trap measurements to the size spectra of particles as recorded with
an in situ imaging instrument is a powerful methodology to resolve the fine spatial dis-
tribution of vertical particle fluxes (e.g. Guidi et al., 2008; Karakas et al., 2009; Iversen
et al., 2010). Here, we used an optimization procedure to obtain a regional algorithm to
estimate vertical fluxes with the particle size-distribution recorded with a UVP5. The re-20
sulting empirical equations were, however, different from the ones obtained previously
in various low-latitude marine ecosystems (Table 2). In particular, the scaling expo-
nent b (and thus the mean fractal dimension D) of vertical mass fluxes in the Beaufort
Sea was more than twice lower than the values calculated by Guidi et al. (2008) and
Iversen et al. (2010). Actually, the fractal dimension (1.26) of mass fluxes estimated in25
our study was in the lowest range of what is typically observed throughout diverse kinds
of marine aggregates (i.e. typically from 1.1 to 2.3; Guidi et al., 2008 and references
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therein). According to fractal geometry theory, such a low fractal dimension D implies
that sinking particles in our study area were apparently more porous, fluffy and/or fil-
amentous than in other marine ecosystems (e.g. Logan and Wilkinson, 1990; Logan
and Kilps, 1995; Guidi et al., 2008). These fractal characteristics are not automatically
synonym of low settling speed as the porosity of particles can also be indicative of5
particle stickiness, a key property that would enhance coagulation and thus the poten-
tial downward transfer through aggregation (see Burd and Jackson, 2009 for a review).
However, things become tricky when the influence of minerals that increase the density
of aggregates, and thus of their sinking speed, is added as a supplementary variable in
determining the magnitude of the vertical particle flux. The scavenging of minerals by10
fluffy and sticky aggregates could result into a substantial increase of their density that
would enhance their sinking velocity up to two orders of magnitude (see De La Rocha
and Passow, 2007 for a review). The cumulative effect of particle stickiness, porosity,
size, fluffiness, and density, is indeed impossible to generalize for all particles across
a given size-spectrum of a few tens of microns to few millimeters, especially in hetero-15
geneous and dynamic environments such as the Southeast Beaufort Sea. Neverthe-
less, our results suggest that sinking material across our study region in July–August
2009 was primarily composed of miscellaneous marine debris (e.g. phyto-detritus, fe-
cal pellets, exudates) agglomerated within a fluffy and sticky gel-like matrix that would
induce an overall fractal dimension around ∼ 1.3 (e.g. Logan and Wilkinson, 1990).20
Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) produced by phytoplankton, ice algae and
bacteria are the biological glue of aggregates in aquatic environments (Passow, 2002;
Wotton et al., 2011; Wurl et al., 2011). Indeed, a recent study of vertical particle fluxes
in Southeast Beaufort over June–July 2008 showed that EPS accounted roughly for
50% of the sinking POC and that EPS were significantly correlated with vertical POC25
fluxes (Sallon et al., 2011). Here, it thus appears that EPS associated with other par-
ticles along the continuum of size-classes forced a low scaling exponent b in the em-
pirical equations linking sediment trap measurements and UVP5 data (Table 2). This
would make sense as EPS production is exacerbated when nutrients are exhausted
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in the euphotic zone (e.g. Beauvais et al., 2006), as it was generally the case during
ArcticNet-Malina. Over the size-spectrum of 0.08–4.2mm ESD (Fig. 10), the two major
differences between the inshore and offshore environments were: (1) the overall lower
magnitude of particles fluxes offshore when compared to the shelf area (i.e. 5–8 times
lower, see also Forest et al., 2012); and (2) the relatively high contribution (∼ 15–20%)5
of the smallest size-class (0.08–0.1mm ESD) compared with the other size-classes,
especially in the inshore region. Various kinds of particles can be potential contributors
to the sinking material in this smallest size-class, but it is likely that its substantial contri-
bution among others was the result of mineral ballasting that would induce a relatively
high settling velocity in small aggregates (Fig. 11). Indeed, ∼ 50% of the downward10
mass flux estimated with the UVP5 was due to particles measuring less than 200µm
ESD. Minerals available for aggregate ballasting across the Mackenzie Shelf region
could comprise diatom frustules (which dominated the phytoplankton assemblage dur-
ing the field campaign; Ras et al., 2011; Rontani et al., 2012), fine silt-clay material
from the river runoff that commonly does not sink alone (Ongley et al., 1996), or re-15
suspended shelf bottom sediments that propagate horizontally within benthic and in-
termediate nepheloid layers in the area (Forest et al., 2007). Hence, in locations where
these factors were combined with a large inventory of newly-produced POC and EPS,
vertical particle fluxes would be expected to reach particularly high values.
High downward POC fluxes (> 50mgCm−2d−1) across the Mackenzie Shelf in July–20
August 2009 were generally observed over the shelf itself (< 100m isobath), along
Cape Bathurst, in the Mackenzie Trough, and in association with the benthic bound-
ary layer over the slope (Fig. 9; see also supplementary online material). Remarkably
high POC fluxes were also recorded at shallow stations 380/390 and 680/690 (Fig. 1),
where POC fluxes were estimated to range from ∼ 1000 up to > 5000mgCm−2d−1.25
Such a pattern in POC flux magnitude across the shelf-basin interface was well illus-
trated by the map of the fitted scores of the first canonical RDA axis of PCNM functions
(Fig. 15 h). In this map, which represents 44.4% of the spatial variability, the auto-
correlation was strong among stations located in the shallow portion of transects 100,
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200, 300, 600, and in most stations visited early in the campaign (i.e. ArcticNet seg-
ment, Table A1). By contrast, the spatial auto-correlation was weak between these
aforesaid stations and the ones visited beyond the shelf break in August (Fig. 15h). If
true, the amazingly high vertical fluxes detected near the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and
near the river delta (Fig. 1) can likely be attributed to a combination of enhanced pro-5
ductivity and ballasting effect, following the direct influence of the Mackenzie River
plume (Fig. 3) that delivered a non-negligible amount of nutrients near the coast (Raim-
bault et al., 2011) and a substantial load of fine sediments (Doxaran et al., 2012). At
these shallow sites, the proportion of terrestrial POC in surface sediments in 2009 oscil-
lated from ca. 30–40%, as estimated through multi-compound geochemical analyses10
(Tolosa et al., 2012). These percentages might appear to be high, thus supporting the
mineral-ballasting hypothesis described above; but in fact, they were lower than any
previous estimations of the terrigenous POC fraction (∼ 45–99%) detected in surface
sediments of the inner Mackenzie Shelf over 1987–2004 (e.g. Goni et al., 2000; Be-
licka et al., 2004; Magen et al., 2010). This suggests that a recent shift might have15
happened in the balance of autochthonous vs. allochthonous vertical POC input in the
region over 2005–2009. It would be premature to conclude firmly on such a trend to-
ward more labile POC input, but the quadrupling of primary production that apparently
occurred from 2004 to 2008 on the inner Mackenzie Shelf (Tremblay et al., 2011) would
be a robust factor to explain the enhanced marine signature of shallow shelf sediments.20
Ecosystem productivity in the Beaufort Sea is tightly dependent on the strength and
persistence of upwelling-favorable winds (Tremblay et al., 2011) associated with the
so-called Beaufort High (Schulze and Pickart, 2012). Interestingly, the fitted scores of
the second canonical axis of PCNM functions (Fig. 15i) actually reflected the two major
hotspots across the shelf (i.e. near Cape Bathurst and in the Mackenzie Trough) where25
upwelling is known to be favored under easterly winds (Ingram et al., 2008).
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4.3 Ecosystem function and variation partitioning of the spatial-temporal
trends and abiotic-biotic control of POC fluxes
Investigation of ecosystem variability from a vertical flux perspective is a fruitful ap-
proach to get insights on pelagic food web structure and function (e.g. Wassmann,
1998; Reigstad et al., 2008; Forest et al., 2010b). Across the Mackenzie Shelf, ecosys-5
tem functioning was studied with the combination of sediment traps and ancillary data
in several publications to date (e.g. O’Brien et al., 2006; Forest et al., 2008; Juul-
Pedersen et al., 2010; Sampei et al., 2011). However, none of these studies had
a multi-parameter dataset with a spatial resolution fine enough to proceed to a “state-
of-the-art” variation partitioning analysis of vertical flux predictors, corollaries and spa-10
tial patterns. Of course, inferences have been made, such as linking shelf break up-
welling/enhanced productivity to high vertical fluxes of autochthonous POC and bio-
genic silica detected nearby the two biological hotspots mentioned above (cf. Sampei
et al., 2011). Yet, significant statistical relationships remained to be established – as it is
the case in most comparison studies of vertical POC fluxes vs. ecosystem composition15
(e.g. Moran et al., 2012). Here, the PCNM analysis and subsequent RDA conducted on
POC flux size-classes illustrated convincingly that the planktonic food web that controls
vertical export in the Beaufort Sea is spatially complex, primarily driven by a shelf-basin
gradient, and secondly influenced by zones sensitive to shelf break upwelling (Fig. 15).
Among environmental variables, the near-history of ice concentration at each station20
was a strong explanatory factor (p < 0.01) of both PCNM canonical axes (Table 4),
supporting its paramount role in controlling the spatial variability of vertical export (e.g.
Forest et al., 2010a). Conversely, the wind vectors were significant coefficients only for
the second PCNM canonical axis, which is in accord with our previous deduction that
the spatial auto-correlation pattern of Fig. 15i corresponded to the two major areas25
across the shelf where wind-driven upwelling is enhanced by a favorable topography
(Ingram et al., 2008). Surface POC and chl a concentration were both significant ex-
planatory variables of the first two PCNM axes, suggesting that ocean colour images
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and water column chl a inventory can be, overall, good proxies of the spatial variability
of vertical POC export – likely because they capture well the large-scale productivity
gradients. Interestingly, bacterial production was a strong explanatory factor of the first
PCNM canonical axis (i.e. shelf-basin gradient), but not of the second axis correspond-
ing to the two upwelling zones (Table 4). Since bacterial production was also the most5
important corollary of vertical flux magnitude across size-classes and among other bio-
physical variables (Table 3, Fig. 14c), it appears necessary to investigate what could
have been the reasons for such relationships.
In Arctic waters, bacterial production (BP) is influenced by temperature, but is pri-
marily limited by carbon resources (Kirchman et al., 2009). A recent study on BP in10
the Western Arctic Ocean has pointed out that nitrogen limitation (or co-limitation)
can also occur (Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2012a), even if labile carbon availability re-
mains generally the most important factor. Results from our multiple linear regression
analysis (Appendix D) revealed that BP during ArcticNet-Malina was sensitive to the
signal provided by the beam attenuation coefficient, as illustrated by the correspon-15
dence between the two variables over time (Fig. 12). In turn, beam attenuation followed
roughly the chl a pattern, especially over the shelf, but several layers and patches of
increased concentration of fine particles (i.e. likely ∼ 1–10 µm; Boss et al., 2001) with-
out any fluorescence signature were also detected. These nepheloid layers probably
contained a mixture of small phyto-detritus and refractory fossil material as the result20
of river runoff, dispersal of resuspended material and local primary production (Ehn
et al., 2012). In the RDA triplot of biophysical variables, BP was clearly associated with
the small aggregate size-classes (< 200 µm ESD) that contributed to most (> 50%) of
the vertical export (see above). Such a relationship supports the link between BP and
beam attenuation since, for a same volume of particulate matter, small particles offer25
theoretically more surface than large particles to which bacteria can be attached. For
the same reason, small particles could be more sensitive to photo-degradation pro-
cesses that are particularly intense during the midnight sun period (Rontani et al.,
2012); thus resulting in the liberation of a substantial amount of dissolved organic
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matter readily available for free-living bacteria around settling aggregates. In fact, the
fraction of particle-attached vs. free-living bacteria in the total prokaryote biomass in
the Beaufort Sea is highly variable (0–98%, Garneau et al., 2009) and the quantity of
suspended matter is a strong explanatory variable of the bacterial community struc-
ture beyond the inner shelf (Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2012c). Our results thus support5
previous studies of vertical fluxes showing that bacteria in Arctic/Subarctic zones are
dependant on the availability of particulate organic matter in the water column and
contribute actively to the remineralization of settling POC (Lapoussie`re et al., 2011;
Kellogg et al., 2011).
Among other explanatory biophysical variables of POC fluxes (Table 3), the near-10
history of the northeasterly wind vector (7-day mean) was the second most positive
determinant, especially for large particles in the range of 2–4mm ESD (Fig. 14c). This
result reinforces that the magnitude of vertical POC fluxes was statistically linked with
zones of upwelling-favorable winds, but it also shows that upwelling conditions favored
the production of large aggregates. Of course, the Beaufort Sea system was not un-15
der the influence of strong and persistent upwelling winds in 2009, as it was the case
in 2008 (Tremblay et al., 2011). However, mild episodes of shelf break upwelling (or
water mass “slanting”) along Cape Bathurst and in the Mackenzie Trough have likely
induced the local growth of large diatom colonies that could not be grazed efficiently
by zooplankton due to size limitation and/or to the presence of mucous-rich material,20
such as EPS (Schnack, 1983; Alldredge et al., 2002; Zu´n˜iga et al., 2011). The sub-
sequent accumulation, aggregation and rapid downward export of freshly produced
material following the transient diffusion of deep nutrients in the upper water column
(e.g. Zu´n˜iga et al., 2011) probably explains why BP was not correlated with the north-
easterly wind component. This is because export events associated with short-term25
upwelling pulses are typically quick, so bacteria would not have the time to process
actively coagulating and fast-sinking particulate matter composed of chain-forming di-
atoms and exudate/gel substances (Alldredge et al., 2002). Some greenish, sticky and
filamentous marine aggregates were indeed visually identified in in the collection of
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vignettes recorded by the UVP5 as well as in some sediment trap samples collected
in early August (A. Forest and L. Stemmann, personal observation, 2010). However,
such interpretations might disagree with the apparent low settling speed (∼ 45md−1)
estimated for large aggregates (2–4mm ESD) using our empirical equation (Fig. 11).
This underscores again that the cumulative effect of aggregate properties is difficult to5
render into a unique mathematical function (as concluded by McDonnel and Buesseler,
2010). In fact, the second PCNM canonical axis corresponding to the two upwelling-
favorable zones explained only 5.0% of the POC flux spatial variance (Fig. 15i). It
is thus evident that the contribution of episodic upwelling-induced production/export
events in the emerging picture of vertical POC fluxes across the Mackenzie Shelf in10
July–August 2009 was overwhelmingly diluted by the strong shelf-basin gradient and
the overall oligotrophic/low productive regime that governed the Beaufort Sea ecosys-
tem in late summer 2009.
Our interpretation regarding the relatively minor contribution of large fast-sinking
aggregates that could escape zooplankton grazing is also consistent with the cope-15
pod biomass that was strongly negatively correlated with vertical POC fluxes in our
RDA analysis (Fig. 14c). This suggests that the large grazers that dominated the zoo-
plankton assemblage exerted overall a sustained feeding pressure on settling material
across the shelf-basin system during the ArcticNet-Malina campaign (cf. Forest et al.,
2012) – at least until that the bulk of zooplankton biomass migrated to depth for ontoge-20
netic diapause in the first half of August, as inferred from Fig. 12c (see also Darnis and
Fortier, 2012, for a similar pattern observed in August 2008). Hence, copepods may of-
ten act more as “flux regulators” than as true “flux contributors”, a conclusion supported
by many previous studies, especially in Arctic ecosystems (e.g. Wassmann et al., 2003;
Wexels Riser et al., 2008; Jackson and Checkley, 2011; Forest et al., 2011).25
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5 Conclusions
Across the Mackenzie Shelf in summer 2009, the interplay of complex spatial patterns,
a linear temporal trend over July–August, as well as a suite of 9 significant biophysi-
cal forcing factors, could explain ca. 70% of the vertical POC flux variability (Fig. 16).
This well-constrained result is appreciable for such a complicated system affected by5
extreme physical-biogeochemical gradients (Carmack and Wassmann, 2006). Interest-
ingly, our study region in late summer 2009 was generally under the regime of (very)
low primary productivity rates (Raimbault et al., 2011; Ardyna et al., 2012), but verti-
cal POC fluxes were apparently high when compared with other periods of the year.
This decoupling in the production-export pattern was likely the result of temporal lags10
between primary production and downward export, such as delays for biogenic matter
to fill up the suspended particulate pool, aggregation-coagulation mechanisms, and/or
turnover by food web processes in the upper water column (e.g. Reigstad et al., 2008;
Forest et al., 2010a). The time lags caused by such factors might also explained why
BP was much higher than primary production over the course of the Malina expedi-15
tion (Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2012b) – and they could prevent the need to invoke large
terrigenous inputs in order to support microbial communities across the study region.
Indeed, our statistical analyses demonstrated that active bacteria were related to the
amount of sinking aggregates, which were themselves apparently composed primarily
of phyto-debris, fecal pellets and planktonic exudates (cf. Rontani et al., 2012; Miquel20
et al., 2012) – so definitely a few steps after the initial fixation of CO2 through photosyn-
thesis. We thus hypothesize that the incorporation of terrestrial carbon into the pelagic
food web in the Southeast Beaufort Sea can take place, but it would be catalyzed by
bacteria via the incorporation of dissolved carbon liberated through the photo-cleavage
and/or incidental hydrolysis of land-derived organic material interweaved with sinking25
marine aggregates.
As sea ice recedes and atmospheric patterns shift in the Beaufort Sea due to Arctic
warming amplification (NSIDC, 2009; Serreze and Barrett, 2011), the transition toward
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a more productive ecosystem – or at least a trend toward enhanced marine signa-
ture in sinking particles and surface sediments – appears to be well underway. How-
ever, our results underscore that such changes might occur predominantly over the
inner/mid shelf and in the vicinity of upwelling-favorable topographic features. In other
regions where phytoplankton biomass is typically low (e.g. slope and basin), most of5
the vertically exported labile POC would be expected to be remineralized at depth; so
that fossil particles that are horizontally transported offshore within the shelf bottom
boundary layer (Ehn et al., 2012) might at the end still account for a substantial pro-
portion of surface sediment content in these outer zones (Tolosa et al., 2012). This is
particularly true, as the prolonged absence of ice over shallow shelves would permit10
enhanced sediment resuspension through increased energy transfer between waves
and the shelf bottom (Lintern et al., 2012). Ultimately, the net effect from the combi-
nation of increased productivity, increased resuspension and increased riverine inputs
(White et al., 2007) across a vast assortment of climatic scenarios and spatial-temporal
scales appears inextricable to resolve without a fully-coupled 3-D regional model that15
could account for all these processes. Furthermore, a key issue that remains open for
debate in terms of carbon fluxes across the atmosphere-ocean system is related to the
opposite effect of upwelling-induced events of vertical POC export that drawdown CO2
from the surface layer (e.g. Tremblay et al., 2011; this study); versus the sea-to-air CO2
outgassing that can be generated by the same shelf break upwelling episodes (e.g.20
Mathis et al., 2012) – with the latter having critical consequences for the accelerated
acidification of Arctic coastal zones.
From a pan-Arctic perspective, the Southeast Beaufort Sea might not appear to be
the most interesting system to study with respect to primary productivity (e.g. Ardyna
et al., 2012). Nevertheless, this region can provide insights and better understand-25
ing of the complex spatial heterogeneity and seasonal variability of biophysical factors
that control biogenic matter fluxes in Arctic shelf ecosystems. The Beaufort Gyre of
the Canada Basin has been recently coined as the “ground zero” of climate change
in the Arctic Ocean (Carmack et al., 2012). As such, the Southeast Beaufort Sea is
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the perfect experimental “ground” to develop process-based studies that would test hy-
potheses of the influence on the magnitude and quality of POC export fluxes of: (1)
a warmer, fresher and more acidic surface layer; (2) a change in the depth of the nutri-
cline and associated SCM structure; (3) a potential shift in the size-spectrum of plank-
ton communities; and (4) possible increases in shelf break upwelling episodes that5
could be at the same time both favorable and damageable to ecosystem productivity
(see above). Since these transformations are all somehow related to climatic, hydro-
graphic and cryospheric conditions (e.g. Beaufort Sea High, Pacific water inflow, sea
ice extent and phenology), the monitoring of ecosystem indices through sustained ob-
servations (e.g. ship-based operations, long-term moorings, remote-sensing) remains10
a critical task. But the addition of a high-resolution modeling effort that would inte-
grate the complexity of biophysical processes and propose realistic scenarios of future
ecosystem functioning is actually the most important duty we need to carry out as
a community at this point.
Appendix A15
List of ArcticNet-Malina oceanographic stations
The meta-data of sampling stations are presented in Table A1 and Table A2.
Appendix B
Development of the regional POC algorithm
We built upon the approach based on the non-linear relationship (power-law) between20
surface POC concentrations and the remote-sensing reflectance (Rrs(λ), sr
−1) ratio pre-
sented in Forest et al. (2010a) to refine the regional POC algorithm for the Mackenzie
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Shelf region using both the CASES 2004 and Malina 2009 datasets. The methodol-
ogy of data collection and processing were the same for both campaigns and are fully
described in Forest et al. (2010a). Further information on data collection and analysis
during Malina can be found in Doxaran et al. (2012). Since the goal in the present study
was to apply the algorithm on MERIS images (which does not have the 555 nm band,5
but the 560 nm), the initial reflectance ratios from the CASES dataset and developed
for MODIS (490 nm/555 nm) were adjusted for MERIS usage (490 nm/560 nm). The
reflectance ratios from CASES were corrected with an equation developed on the rela-
tion between Rrs(490)/Rrs(555) and Rrs(490)/Rrs(560), as observed during the Malina
campaign:10 [
Rrs(490)
Rrs(560)
]
= 0.938×
[
Rrs(490)
Rrs(555)
]
+0.012, r2 = 0.98, n = 116. (B1)
The combined CASES-Malina dataset covered a wide spectrum of hydrographical and
optical conditions present in the Southeast Beaufort Sea. This included both Case 1
and Case 2 waters with a dominance of stations influenced by a relatively high concen-
tration of colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) relative to other optical constituents15
(Forest et al., 2010a; Doxaran et al., 2012). A total of 67 Rrs spectra were used in the
development of the refined POC algorithm. The power-law regression equation (Fig.
A1) for the combined dataset provided this relation:
POC = 183.3×
[
Rrs(490)
Rrs(560)
]−1.33
, r2 = 0.68, n = 67. (B2)
Appendix C20
Static and interactive 3-D visualization of POC fluxes
We used two approaches to plot the vertical POC fluxes derived from the UVP5 particle
dataset into the 3-D domain of southeast of Beaufort Sea. The result from the first
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approach is presented in Fig. 9. This plot represents vertical POC fluxes in the 3-D
domain as individual vertical 2-D planes of the 7 shelf-basin transects, stations 135,
235 and 345, as well as of ArcticNet stations conducted in July–August (Appendix A).
A MERIS composite of surface POC concentration (1 km resolution) is also plotted
above the vertical sections. The various 2-D planes in this figure were produced using5
a Delaunay interpolation and gridding of POC fluxes of corresponding stations using
the Matlab functions TriScatteredInterp and meshgrid (MathWorks, USA).
The result of the second approach is available as Supplement, since it consists
of a dynamic visualization of vertical POC fluxes and surface POC concentration
built in the 3-D domain using a geographic information system (GIS). This anima-10
tion was constructed in ArcGIS 10 environment (ESRI, USA) with the commercial
extension EnterVol for ArcGIS (C Tech, USA) used for volumetric spatial modeling.
The animation is available as a VRML (virtual reality modeling language) file viewable
on multiple platforms with many freewares available on the web, (see for example,
http://www.web3d.org/x3d/content/examples/X3dResources.html). The EnterVol spa-15
tial model of vertical POC fluxes was constructed with a 3-D natural neighbor interpo-
lation followed by cuts directly along the oceanographic sampling sections. The anima-
tion also presents cuts of two independent spatial 3-D models, indicated in the VRML
file with a vertical black bar above sea-surface. One of these is derived from a 3-D
spatial model of POC flux interpolated from the 20 ArcticNet stations (Fig. 1) sampled20
from 16–25 July (ordinary kriging interpolation). Vertical flux values from this period
are presented by two intersecting cuts in the center of the spatial model. The second
region indicated with a vertical bar above sea surface corresponds to a group of 19
spatially more densely distributed profiles conducted from 14–16 August at station 34
(Appendix A). Results from this sampling are illustrated with a simple vertical cut across25
the region, equally derived from a 3-D spatial model of POC flux (ordinary kriging inter-
polation). A MERIS composite of surface POC above the vertical cuts was produced
using a regularized spline interpolation method. For the three 3-D interpolations used in
order to create the spatial model a horizontal/vertical anisotropy of 10 was considered.
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Vertical exaggeration is 75 and bathymetric lines are at 500m interval, starting from
sea surface.
Appendix D
Statistical model of bacterial production
A total of 345 in situ bacterial production (BP) data (55 vertical profiles) in the upper5
water column (≤ 150m) were available during the Malina campaign (Tables A1 and
A2). Full methodology on the measurements of BP can be found in Ortega-Retuerta
et al. (2012a,b). In order to obtain a BP database comparable to the one of UVP5-
derived vertical fluxes (154 profiles), we developed a statistical model based on tem-
perature and carbon resources following the findings of Garneau et al. (2008) and For-10
est et al. (2011). Missing BP data were modeled using a multiple regression fit (least
squares estimation function, Fathom Matlab Toolbox) based on chl a concentration
(mg chl a m−3), beam attenuation coefficient (cp, m
−1) and water temperature (T, ◦C).
These data were averaged over a 5-m interval centered on the depth of every in situ
BP rate. Chl a and cp were used as combined proxies for organic carbon availability15
from autochthonous and allochthonous matter sources. The multiple linear regression
fit (Fig. A2) provided the following equation:
BP = −15.24+ (4.11× chl a)+ (42.52×cp)+ (3.14×T), r2 = 0.71, n = 339. (D1)
Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.biogeosciences-discuss.net/9/10883/2012/20
bgd-9-10883-2012-supplement.zip.
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Table 1. Locations and periods of deployment of the long-term moorings and short-term drifting
traps used in the present study. The location of each station is mapped on Fig. 1.
Station Date deployed Latitude Longitude Bottom depth Date recovered
Long-term CA05 26 Jul 2008 71◦ 18.47′ N 127◦ 34.94′W 204m 9 Oct 2009
moorings CA16 28 Jul 2008 71◦ 47.21′ N 126◦ 29.82′W 314m 12 Oct 2009
A1 20 Jul 2009 70◦ 45.70′ N 136◦ 00.50′W 688m 9 Sep 2010
G09 23 Jul 2009 71◦ 00.15′ N 135◦ 28.76′W 702m 18 Aug 2010
Short-term 345 14 Aug 2009 71◦ 20.50′ N 133◦ 41.32′W 555m 16 Aug 2009
drifting traps 135 20 Aug 2009 71◦ 18.62′ N 127◦ 28.62′W 227m 21 Aug 2009
235 22 Aug 2009 71◦ 45.63′ N 130◦ 45.79′W 625m 24 Aug 2009
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Table 2. Constant (A) and scaling exponent (b) of the empirical power-law relationships com-
puted by the Nelder-Mead simplex minimization procedure between particle size determined
by underwater cameras and the corresponding mass and particulate organic carbon (POC)
fluxes measured with in situ sediment traps. The associated coefficients of determination (r2)
describe the fits between the estimated fluxes using empirical equations and the sediment trap
fluxes.
Region Flux type A b r2 Camera type Reference
Southeast Beaufort Mass 96.6 1.51 0.73 UVP-5 This study (Fig. 8)
Sea (Arctic Ocean) POC 28.1 2.0 0.68
Global compilation of Mass 109.5 3.52 0.70 UVP-2-3-4 Guidi et al. (2008)
coastal and oceanic areas POC 12.5 3.81 0.73
Cape Blanc upwelling Mass 1396.9 3.65 0.85 ParCa Iversen et al. (2010)
system (Mauritania) POC 273.8 4.27 0.74
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Table 3. Output from the forward selection of explanatory variables of vertical POC fluxes (154
stations, 17 size-classes each, all integrated over the top 200m of the water column) based
on the double criterion procedure as described in Borcard et al. (2011). For parsimony pur-
pose, only the resulting reduced models of significant variables (p ≤ 0.05) were used in the
redundancy analyses (Fig. 14) and in the variation partitioning analysis of POC fluxes (Fig. 16).
PCNM: principal coordinates of neighbor matrices (Borcard et al., 2011).
Variables r2 r2 Adj. r2 F-statistic p-value
cum. cum.
Linear trend due Sampling date 0.30 0.30 0.30 65.94 < 0.01
to sampling date Longitude 0.08 0.38 0.38 20.08 < 0.01
& location Latitude 0.14 0.52 0.51 43.28 < 0.01
Spatial structures PCNM-5 0.20 0.20 0.20 38.35 < 0.01
from PCNM PCNM-1 0.10 0.30 0.29 21.32 < 0.01
functions (Fig. 14) PCNM-4 0.07 0.37 0.36 16.26 < 0.01
PCNM-17 0.03 0.39 0.38 6.28 0.01
PCNM-18 0.02 0.41 0.39 4.68 0.02
PCNM-6 0.01 0.43 0.40 3.73 0.03
PCNM-2 0.01 0.44 0.41 2.99 0.04
Relationships to Bacterial production 0.24 0.24 0.24 48.91 < 0.01
biological Along-shelf wind (northeasterly) 0.12 0.37 0.36 29.57 < 0.01
& environmental Station bottom depth 0.06 0.43 0.42 16.76 < 0.01
variables Sea ice concentration 0.03 0.46 0.44 7.35 < 0.01
Chlorophyll a concentration 0.02 0.48 0.46 6.25 < 0.01
Copepod biomass 0.01 0.49 0.47 4.04 0.02
Surface POC concentration 0.01 0.51 0.48 3.74 0.02
Sigma-theta (σθ) 0.01 0.52 0.49 3.38 0.03
Cross-shelf wind (southeasterly) 0.01 0.53 0.50 3.18 0.04
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Table 4. Coefficients from the multiple linear regressions of the fitted site scores of the two
significant PCNM canonical axes (representing 44.4% and 5.0% of the total PCNM variance,
Fig. 15h,i) against the set of environmental and biological variables available in the present
study. PCNM: principal coordinates of neighbor matrices (Borcard et al., 2011).
RDA axis 1 (λ1) RDA axis 2 (λ2)
Coeff. p-value Sign. Coeff p-value Sign
(Intercept) –134.2 0.261 ns 32.9 0.495 ns
Station bottom depth 0.0008335 < 0.001 a –0.0001078 0.036 c
Sea ice concentration –0.008511 0.004 b 0.005571 < 0.001 a
Surface POC concentration –0.001579 0.036 c –0.001115 < 0.001 a
Bacterial production –0.01575 0.001 a 0.0008508 0.646 ns
Chlorophyll a concentration 0.00579 0.039 c –0.00399 0.001 a
Beam attenuation coefficient –0.5513 0.098 ns 0.4068 0.003 b
Sigma-theta (σθ) 133.5 0.264 ns –32.61 0.499 ns
Along-shelf wind (northeasterly) –0.02806 0.218 ns –0.01861 0.044 c
Cross-shelf wind (southeasterly) –0.002897 0.866 ns 0.02238 0.002 b
Copepod biomass 1.399 0.396 ns –0.3998 0.548 ns
Appendicularian biomass 0.4392 0.386 ns –0.08742 0.669 ns
Other zooplankton biomass 0.2089 0.738 ns –0.1474 0.560 ns
Significance: a: p ≤ 0.001, b: p ≤ 0.01, c: p ≤ 0.05, ns: non-significant p > 0.05.
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Table A1. List of oceanographic stations conducted during the ArcticNet-Malina campaign in
summer 2009. Stations are mapped on Fig. 1.
Cruise Station Date Time Latitude Long- Bot. CTD UVP Cruise Station Date Time Latitude Long- Bot. CTD Cruise
ID (UTC) (UTC) (◦ N) itude Depth (m) ID (UTC) (UTC) (◦ N) itude Depth (m)
(◦ W) (◦ W)
ArcticNet 1 18 Jul. 09 11:45:36 70.48 -135.11 62 X X Malina 630 11 Aug. 09 09:07:12 70.534 -139.38 840 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 1 18 Jul. 09 12:00:00 70.48 -135.12 62 X X Malina 620 11 Aug. 09 11:02:24 70.703 -139.61 1736 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 2 19 Jul. 09 00:28:48 70.656 -135.64 148 X X Malina 610 11 Aug. 09 14:24:00 70.795 -139.6 1823 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 11 19 Jul. 09 06:14:24 70.736 -135.56 363 X X Malina 620 11 Aug. 09 18:43:12 70.681 -139.62 1740 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 11 19 Jul. 09 08:24:00 70.738 -135.54 363 X X Malina 620 11 Aug. 09 20:52:48 70.668 -139.66 1740 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 3 19 Jul. 09 12:57:36 70.706 -135.8 400 X X Malina 620 11 Aug. 09 22:48:00 70.674 -139.63 1538 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 14 20 Jul. 09 00:28:48 70.581 -135.95 94 X X Malina 630 12 Aug. 09 00:57:36 70.531 -139.37 840 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 15 20 Jul. 09 06:28:48 70.654 -135.93 294 X X Malina 640 12 Aug. 09 02:52:48 70.339 -139.14 573 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 17 20 Jul. 09 12:57:36 70.61 -136.47 730 X X Malina 760 12 Aug. 09 13:55:12 70.554 -140.8 579 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 4 21 Jul. 09 02:38:24 70.763 -136.02 688 X X Malina 760 12 Aug. 09 15:21:36 70.554 -140.8 560 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 10 21 Jul. 09 12:43:12 70.787 -135.53 432 X X Malina 760 12 Aug. 09 16:48:00 70.547 -140.79 566 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet I-09 21 Jul. 09 21:50:24 70.815 -134.55 73 X X Malina 760 12 Aug. 09 19:12:00 70.54 -140.78 644 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 23 22 Jul. 09 00:57:36 70.897 -134.27 82 X X Malina 770 12 Aug. 09 23:02:24 70.349 -140.81 223 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 22 22 Jul. 09 07:40:48 70.818 -134.51 72 X X Malina 780 13 Aug. 09 01:55:12 70.153 -140.81 49 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 21 22 Jul. 09 16:33:36 71.018 -134.63 337 X X Malina 780 13 Aug. 09 03:36:00 70.154 -140.8 50 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 18 23 Jul. 09 01:12:00 70.875 -135.36 495 X X Malina 345 14 Aug. 09 16:19:12 71.33 -132.56 479 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 8 23 Jul. 09 07:40:48 70.92 -135.86 782 X X Malina 345 14 Aug. 09 18:14:24 71.342 -132.59 502 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 20 23 Jul. 09 15:50:24 71.016 -135.35 645 X X Malina 345 14 Aug. 09 20:24:00 71.349 -132.61 517 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 16 24 Jul. 09 14:09:36 70.795 -136.66 1084 X X Malina 345 14 Aug. 09 22:19:12 71.354 -132.61 530 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 6 25 Jul. 09 06:57:36 70.936 -136.43 1024 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 00:28:48 71.353 -132.62 519 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 7 25 Jul. 09 14:24:00 70.989 -136.13 1018 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 02:24:00 71.355 -132.62 520 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet M-09 26 Jul. 09 02:52:48 70.737 -135.92 583 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 04:19:12 71.353 -132.61 524 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 13 27 Jul. 09 03:50:24 70.5 -135.67 66 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 06:14:24 71.36 -132.61 536 X ArcticNet
ArcticNet 12 27 Jul. 09 14:09:36 70.64 -135.1 61 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 08:09:36 71.364 -132.61 539 X ArcticNet
Malina 390 31 Jul. 09 21:07:12 70.18 -133.56 58 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 10:19:12 71.352 -132.59 519 X Malina
Malina 390 31 Jul. 09 23:02:24 70.175 -133.57 40 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 12:14:24 71.356 -132.58 525 X Malina
Malina 390 1 Aug. 09 00:28:48 70.178 -133.58 43 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 14:24:00 71.367 -132.69 559 X Malina
Malina 689 1 Aug. 09 12:28:48 69.488 -137.94 52 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 16:19:12 71.381 -132.72 612 X Malina
Malina 690 1 Aug. 09 15:07:12 69.484 -137.93 51 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 18:28:48 71.393 -132.66 602 X Malina
Malina 690 1 Aug. 09 16:48:00 69.472 -137.95 53 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 20:24:00 71.409 -132.64 580 X Malina
Malina 690 1 Aug. 09 20:24:00 69.486 -137.94 55 X X Malina 345 15 Aug. 09 22:19:12 71.422 -132.62 619 X Malina
Malina 680 2 Aug. 09 16:48:00 69.608 -138.21 120 X X Malina 345 16 Aug. 09 00:28:48 71.419 -132.59 625 X Malina
Malina 680 2 Aug. 09 19:12:00 69.607 -138.22 122 X X Malina 345 16 Aug. 09 02:24:00 71.413 -132.58 602 X Malina
Malina 680 2 Aug. 09 20:52:48 69.61 -138.22 124 X X Malina 345 16 Aug. 09 04:19:12 71.434 -132.61 654 X Malina
Malina 680 2 Aug. 09 22:48:00 69.609 -138.24 124 X X Malina 570 17 Aug. 09 10:48:00 70.205 -137.26 55 X Malina
Malina 394 3 Aug. 09 20:38:24 69.847 -133.49 14 X Malina 560 17 Aug. 09 12:14:24 70.389 -137.48 400 X Malina
Malina 394 3 Aug. 09 22:48:00 69.848 -133.5 14 X Malina 550 17 Aug. 09 14:09:36 70.572 -137.71 1077 X Malina
Malina 290 4 Aug. 09 12:28:48 70.672 -130.43 32 X Malina 540 17 Aug. 09 17:16:48 70.752 -137.89 1514 X Malina
Malina 280 4 Aug. 09 14:52:48 70.869 -130.51 38 X Malina 540 17 Aug. 09 20:09:36 70.755 -137.89 1514 X Malina
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Table A2. Continued.
Cruise Station Date Time Latitude Longitude Bot. CTD UVP Cruise Station Date Time Latitude Longitude Bot. CTD Cruise
ID (UTC) (UTC) (◦ N) (◦ W) Depth (m) ID (UTC) (UTC) (◦ N) (◦ W) Depth (m)
Malina 280 4 Aug. 09 16:33:36 70.871 -130.51 40 X Malina 540 17 Aug. 09 22:04:48 70.756 -137.87 1522 X Malina
Malina 280 4 Aug. 09 18:14:24 70.881 -130.53 40 X Malina 530 18 Aug. 09 04:33:36 70.94 -138.15 1602 X Malina
Malina 270 4 Aug. 09 19:55:12 71.073 -130.55 50 X Malina 430 18 Aug. 09 15:07:12 71.219 -136.71 1361 X Malina
Malina 260 4 Aug. 09 22:04:48 71.267 -130.61 54 X X Malina 430 18 Aug. 09 17:31:12 71.204 -136.74 1334 X Malina
Malina 260 5 Aug. 09 00:00:00 71.267 -130.6 59 X X Malina 430 18 Aug. 09 19:26:24 71.184 -136.75 1300 X Malina
Malina 250 5 Aug. 09 04:19:12 71.472 -130.7 219 X X Malina 440 19 Aug. 09 00:14:24 71.035 -136.46 1149 X Malina
Malina 240 5 Aug. 09 06:14:24 71.673 -130.74 462 X X Malina 450 19 Aug. 09 02:24:00 70.855 -136.24 840 X Malina
Malina 230 5 Aug. 09 08:09:36 71.866 -130.84 702 X X Malina 470 19 Aug. 09 06:00:00 70.472 -135.91 62 X Malina
Malina 220 5 Aug. 09 10:19:12 72.058 -130.89 890 X X Malina 480 19 Aug. 09 07:26:24 70.278 -135.75 60 X Malina
Malina 220 5 Aug. 09 14:09:36 72.046 -130.83 834 X X Malina 460 19 Aug. 09 13:40:48 70.677 -136.05 468 X Malina
Malina 220 5 Aug. 09 15:50:24 72.054 -130.88 880 X X Malina 460 19 Aug. 09 15:50:24 70.684 -135.99 434 X Malina
Malina 220 5 Aug. 09 17:31:12 72.05 -130.94 911 X X Malina 460 19 Aug. 09 16:19:12 70.683 -135.97 420 X Malina
Malina 240 5 Aug. 09 22:19:12 71.672 -130.73 465 X X Malina 460 19 Aug. 09 18:14:24 70.682 -135.89 362 X Malina
Malina 240 6 Aug. 09 00:28:48 71.672 -130.74 455 X X Malina 135 20 Aug. 09 18:43:12 71.31 -127.48 231 X Malina
Malina 110 6 Aug. 09 11:02:24 71.701 -126.48 400 X X Malina 135 20 Aug. 09 20:24:00 71.312 -127.49 230 X Malina
Malina 110 6 Aug. 09 13:40:48 71.697 -126.48 399 X Malina 135 20 Aug. 09 22:48:00 71.311 -127.49 228 X Malina
Malina 110 6 Aug. 09 15:21:36 71.701 -126.48 397 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 00:28:48 71.309 -127.5 223 X Malina
Malina 110 6 Aug. 09 18:00:00 71.697 -126.48 395 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 02:24:00 71.311 -127.49 230 X Malina
Malina 120 6 Aug. 09 23:02:24 71.565 -126.91 419 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 04:19:12 71.313 -127.49 231 X Malina
Malina 130 7 Aug. 09 00:57:36 71.427 -127.37 311 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 06:14:24 71.312 -127.5 228 X Malina
Malina 130 7 Aug. 09 03:36:00 71.424 -127.36 313 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 08:24:00 71.31 -127.49 227 X Malina
Malina 140 7 Aug. 09 09:07:12 71.284 -127.79 140 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 10:19:12 71.311 -127.49 230 X Malina
Malina 150 7 Aug. 09 11:16:48 71.161 -128.16 66 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 12:57:36 71.308 -127.49 227 X Malina
Malina 160 7 Aug. 09 12:43:12 71.05 -128.5 43 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 14:24:00 71.307 -127.5 224 X Malina
Malina 170 7 Aug. 09 14:38:24 70.914 -128.92 35 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 16:19:12 71.31 -127.5 222 X Malina
Malina 170 7 Aug. 09 16:19:12 70.915 -128.92 35 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 18:28:48 71.311 -127.49 227 X Malina
Malina 170 7 Aug. 09 17:45:36 70.917 -128.92 35 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 20:24:00 71.313 -127.5 227 X Malina
Malina 150 7 Aug. 09 23:02:24 71.162 -128.16 66 X X Malina 135 21 Aug. 09 22:48:00 71.309 -127.5 225 X Malina
Malina 150 8 Aug. 09 01:12:00 71.161 -128.16 66 X X Malina 235 22 Aug. 09 08:38:24 71.764 -130.83 619 X Malina
Malina 390 8 Aug. 09 11:31:12 70.177 -133.56 44 X X Malina 235 22 Aug. 09 10:48:00 71.76 -130.76 567 X Malina
Malina 380 8 Aug. 09 13:12:00 70.396 -133.61 60 X X Malina 235 22 Aug. 09 12:14:24 71.763 -130.81 599 X Malina
Malina 380 8 Aug. 09 14:52:48 70.396 -133.6 63 X X Malina 235 22 Aug. 09 14:09:36 71.766 -130.8 598 X Malina
Malina 380 8 Aug. 09 16:19:12 70.393 -133.6 62 X X Malina 235 22 Aug. 09 16:19:12 71.763 -130.83 617 X Malina
Malina 370 8 Aug. 09 19:12:00 70.599 -133.65 70 X X Malina 235 22 Aug. 09 18:28:48 71.769 -130.9 666 X Malina
Malina 360 8 Aug. 09 22:04:48 70.8 -133.73 75 X X Malina 235 22 Aug. 09 20:24:00 71.767 -130.94 681 X Malina
Malina 360 8 Aug. 09 23:31:12 70.802 -133.73 74 X X Malina 235 22 Aug. 09 22:33:36 71.776 -130.85 637 X Malina
Malina 350 9 Aug. 09 04:19:12 70.972 -133.73 90 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 00:14:24 71.777 -130.85 640 X Malina
Malina 340 9 Aug. 09 06:28:48 71.173 -133.83 575 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 02:24:00 71.775 -130.84 626 X Malina
Malina 330 9 Aug. 09 08:09:36 71.373 -133.89 1080 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 04:19:12 71.766 -130.89 670 X Malina
Malina 320 9 Aug. 09 10:19:12 71.572 -133.94 1159 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 06:14:24 71.77 -130.95 686 X Malina
Malina 310 9 Aug. 09 12:43:12 71.742 -133.95 1614 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 08:09:36 71.775 -130.94 687 X Malina
Malina 320 9 Aug. 09 15:07:12 71.572 -133.95 1160 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 10:19:12 71.768 -130.85 628 X Malina
Malina 320 9 Aug. 09 17:02:24 71.564 -133.95 1141 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 12:14:24 71.768 -130.85 629 X Malina
Malina 320 9 Aug. 09 18:57:36 71.563 -133.95 1115 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 14:09:36 71.764 -130.85 634 X Malina
Malina 330 9 Aug. 09 21:36:00 71.371 -133.89 1080 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 16:19:12 71.76 -130.9 657 X Malina
Malina 340 9 Aug. 09 23:45:36 71.172 -133.82 590 X X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 18:28:48 71.754 -130.9 650 X Malina
Malina 340 10 Aug. 09 02:09:36 71.168 -133.84 553 X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 20:24:00 71.755 -130.91 655 X Malina
Malina 680 10 Aug. 09 16:48:00 69.606 -138.23 126 X Malina 235 23 Aug. 09 22:19:12 71.751 -130.91 652 X Malina
Malina 670 10 Aug. 09 19:26:24 69.797 -138.44 172 X X Malina 235 24 Aug. 09 00:14:24 71.743 -130.91 633 X Malina
Malina 670 10 Aug. 09 21:07:12 69.8 -138.44 174 X X Malina 235 24 Aug. 09 02:24:00 71.747 -130.84 611 X Malina
Malina 670 10 Aug. 09 22:48:00 69.797 -138.43 173 X X Malina 235 24 Aug. 09 04:48:00 71.728 -130.84 576 X Malina
Malina 660 11 Aug. 09 00:57:36 69.985 -138.65 268 X X Malina 235 24 Aug. 09 06:28:48 71.731 -130.87 597 X Malina
Malina 660 11 Aug. 09 03:21:36 69.971 -138.64 260 X X Malina 235 24 Aug. 09 08:24:00 71.732 -130.87 600 X Malina
Malina 650 11 Aug. 09 05:31:12 70.169 -138.91 374 X X Malina 235 24 Aug. 09 10:33:36 71.737 -130.75 547 X Malina
Malina 640 11 Aug. 09 07:40:48 70.34 -139.15 564 X X Malina 235 24 Aug. 09 12:28:48 71.718 -130.83 560 X Malina
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Fig. 1. Bathymetric map of the Southeast Beaufort Sea (Arctic Ocean) with position of the
sampling stations conducted in July–August 2009 as part of the ArcticNet-Malina campaign.
The ArcticNet sampling sites were located in the exploration license area EL446, whereas
transects 100–700 and station 345 correspond to the Malina sampling grid. The position of
short-term (ca. 24 h) and long-term (ca. 1 yr) deployments of automated sediment traps is also
indicated on the map. Technical details on the short-term drifting traps and long-term moorings
can be found in Table 1. Metadata of every oceanographic station are detailed in the Appendix
A. A 3-D interactive visualization of the bathymetric domain of Southeast Beaufort Sea is also
accessible through the Supplement (see Appendix C for details).
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Fig. 2. Time-series from January to December 2009 of (a) near-surface wind vectors and at-
mospheric pressure (source: nCEP); (b) daily ice concentration and recent decadal average
(source: nSIDC); and (c) daily Mackenzie River discharge and decadal mean (as recorded at
station Arctic Red River). Data from panels a-b correspond to regional averages over the en-
tire Southeast Beaufort Sea as defined as the area shown in Fig. 1. The gray-shaded column
indicates the temporal window within which the ArcticNet-Malina campaign was conducted.
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Fig. 3. MERIS composites of surface POC concentrations from May to September 2009 in
the Southeast Beaufort Sea as estimated with an empirical relationship established between
in situ POC and the blue-to-green ratio of remote-sensing reflectance (490, 560 nm) measured
during the CASES 2004 and Malina 2009 field campaigns. Sea ice concentration data (gray-like
scale, from 20% to 100% ice cover) as obtained from the SSM/I-DMSP orbiting sensor were
superimposed over the satellite composites of surface POC concentrations (1 km resolution,
5 km radius interpolation). White patches correspond to ice-free areas within which no MERIS
data was available during the time period due to the presence of clouds. The two bathymetric
contour lines in each figure correspond to the 100 and 1000m isobaths.
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Fig. 4. Time-series from January to September 2009 at mooring CA05 of (a) ice concentra-
tion (12.5×12.5km pixel over the mooring); (b) photosynthetically active radiation at ∼ 54m;
(c) chlorophyll a fluorescence at 54m; (d) turbidity at 54, 57 and 178m (measured with three
different types of sensor, see Sect. 2.4 for details); (e) temperature at 54, 57 and 178m; and
(f) salinity at 57 and 178m. These parameters aim at showing the general seasonality of the
pelagic environment in Southeast Beaufort Sea prior to the 2009 ArcticNet-Malina field cam-
paign. N/A: no data available.
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Fig. 5. Time-series from January to September 2009 of daily low-pass filtered current vectors
recorded at 22, 51, 80 and 178m depth at mooring CA05. These current vectors aim at present-
ing the general seasonality of ocean circulation around the Mackenzie Shelf prior and during
the 2009 ArcticNet-Malina field campaign. The location of the mooring is given in Fig. 1 and
details of the deployment in Table 1.
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Fig. 6. Time-series from January to December 2009 of daily vertical mass fluxes (dry weight,
DW) and particulate organic carbon fluxes (POC) recorded at ∼ 100 and ∼ 200m depth at
moorings CA05 (a and b), CA16 (c–f), A1 (g–j), G09 (k–n), deployed around the Macken-
zie Shelf. The corresponding percentage of POC in total DW as well the C : N ratio of each
sediment trap sample are illustrated as a line over the vertical mass fluxes and POC fluxes,
respectively. The location of the long-term moorings is given in Fig. 1 and details of the deploy-
ments in Table 1. N/S: no sampling.
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Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of daily vertical mass fluxes (dry weight, DW), percentage of POC in DW,
particulate organic carbon fluxes (POC), and C : N ratios, recorded with short-term drifting traps
deployed at stations 345 (a, d), 235 (b, e), and 135 (c, f), during the Malina 2009 campaign.
The location of the short-term traps is given in Fig. 1 and details of the deployments in Table 1.
N/S: no sampling.
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Fig. 8. Regressions of vertical mass fluxes (a) and particulate organic carbon (POC) fluxes as
estimated with the UVP5 dataset and the empirical equations obtained with the minimization
procedure (Table 2) against the mass fluxes and POC fluxes recorded by the in situ sediment
traps (Table 1).
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Fig. 9. Three-dimensional view of vertical POC fluxes across the Mackenzie Shelf region as
estimated with the empirical power-law equations from the minimization procedure (Table 2)
and applied to the whole UVP5 dataset from the ArcticNet-Malina 2009 campaign. Each vertical
section corresponds to a specific transect as shown in Fig. 1. A MERIS composite of surface
POC concentrations encompassing the period from 18 July–23 August 2009 is superimposed
above the vertical POC fluxes. For convenience, we show only the vertical POC fluxes, since
the mass flux pattern is analogue to POC when using the UVP5 dataset – i.e. the percentage of
POC in dry weight fluxes averaged 18.7%±0.2% (within 95% confidence bounds, r2 = 0.95).
See also Appendix C and the Supplement for an interactive visualization of vertical POC fluxes
across the study region using geographic information system (EnterVol for ArcGIS, C Tech,
USA).
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Fig. 10. Histograms of average vertical mass fluxes (a, b) and vertical POC fluxes (c, d) within
each size-class considered to estimate the fluxes using the empirical equations and the UVP5
dataset. The cumulated flux for each size-distribution is also presented in each panel. The
inshore and offshore regions are delimited by the 100m isobath, which corresponds to the
shelfbreak.
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Fig. 11. Relative settling speeds of particles obtained with the coefficient and exponent of the
empirical power-law relationships computed by the minimization procedure between particle
size estimations by underwater cameras and corresponding mass fluxes (see Table 2). The
settling speeds were computed using the Stokes’ law and normalized using a water density of
1027 kgm−3 and a cinematic viscosity of 0.894×10−6m2 s−1.
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Fig. 12. Times-series from 18 July to 23 August 2009 of biological/optical parameters measured
inshore (top panels) and offshore (lower panels) during the ArcticNet-Malina campaign. Each
panel corresponds to an interpolated composite (Delaunay) using all the stations located within
or beyond the 100m isobath, which delimits the inshore vs. offshore zones. See Sect. 2.5 for an
exhaustive description on the acquisition and analysis of each parameter. Further information
on the zooplankton biomass is given in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Times-series from 18 July to 23 August 2009 of integrated (bottom-surface) zooplank-
ton biomass (gray line) and percent contribution of copepods, appendicularians and other zoo-
plankton (colors) as estimated with the UVP5 deployed at stations located within (a) or beyond
(b) the shelfbreak (100m isobath) during the ArcticNet-Malina campaign. For further informa-
tion on the zooplankton community structure and detailed composition in the Southeast Beau-
fort Sea during July–August 2009, please see Forest et al., 2012.
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Fig. 14. Ordination plots of axes I and II from redundancy analyses (RDAs) conducted be-
tween the 17 vertical POC flux size-classes (i.e. used as “species”), the 154 station locations
and the three reduced models obtained from the forward selection procedures: (a) linear trend
due to sampling date and location, (b) variance from the PCNM sinusoidal-like waveform func-
tions, and (c) trend induced by the set of environmental and biological variables available in
the present study. Panel (d) is a zoom on the ordination gradient of POC flux size-classes (ex-
pressed in equivalent spherical diameter) as obtained from the PCNM RDA, but the gradient
is similar in panels (a) and (c). Details from the forward selection procedures are presented in
Table 3. Spatial patterns corresponding to the PCNM functions and associated canonical axes
are presented in Fig. 15. PCNM: principal coordinates of neighbor matrices (Borcard et al.,
2011).
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Fig. 15. Maps of (a–g) the seven significant PCNM functions obtained from the analysis be-
tween the Euclidean station distance matrix and the vertical POC flux size-classes (i.e. used
as “species”), and resulting from the forward selection of 25 initial PCNM variables with positive
spatial correlation (i.e. positive Moran’s I, across a range of broad-to-fine scales). Maps of (h
and i) the fitted scores of the first two canonical axes from the redundancy analysis (repre-
senting 44.4% and 5.0% of the total PCNM variance) performed between the POC flux size-
classes, station locations and the significant PCNM functions (Fig. 14b). The station locations
across the maps correspond to their geographical position as illustrated in Fig. 1. The scale of
every PCNM function is zero-centered and corresponds to the distance (km) along an irregular
sinusoidal-like waveform function describing the repetition of broad-to-fine scale spatial struc-
tures along the X-Y geographic coordinates. The PCNM value of each station (i.e. positive and
negative values) corresponds to the fitted value of each POC flux dataset according to these
PCNM waveform functions. PCNM: principal coordinates of neighbor matrices (Borcard et al.,
2011).
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Fig. 16. Variation partitioning analysis of the vertical POC fluxes derived from the UVP5 dataset
(154 stations, 17 size-classes, all integrated over the top 200m of the water column) as based
on redundancy analyses of three sets of explanatory variables (Fig. 14). The content of reduced
models of explanatory variables is detailed in Table 4. The negative percentage between the red
and green circles means that the contributions from these two fractions when taken separately
are larger than their partial contributions (i.e. their interaction). PCNM: principal coordinates of
neighbor matrices (Borcard et al., 2011).
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Fig. A1. Relationship between surface POC concentration and the blue-to-green ratio of
remote-sensing reflectance (490, 560 nm) measured during the CASES 2004 and Malina 2009
field campaigns. This empirical algorithm was used to produce the MERIS composites of sur-
face POC presented in Fig. 3. Details on the collection and analysis of the CASES 2004 dataset
can be found in Forest et al. (2010).
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Fig. A2. Fit between bacterial production (BP) calculated using a multiple linear regression
model (i.e. study-specific model based on chlorophyll a concentration, beam attenuation coeffi-
cient and water temperature recorded in situ, see Appendix D) and BP measured with classical
leucine uptake experiments during the Malina campaign.
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